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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Multi-Scale Optical Metrology of Biomaterials and Nanomaterials for Medical and Industrial Applications

by

Jennifer Lynn Reiber Kyle

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Electrical Engineering
University of California, Riverside, March 2012
Dr. Mihrimah Ozkan, Chairperson

Nanotechnology is a promising field that is focused on working at the atomic and nanoscale. Many helpful materials and imaging techniques have been developed in nanotechnology. Graphene, a nanomaterial consisting of a single atomic layer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice, exhibits excellent optical, electrical, and thermal properties and has many applications in the semiconductor, energy, and thermal management industries. Additionally, iron oxide nanoparticles are excellent candidates for drug delivery and labeling applications in medicine due to their high biocompatibility and customizable size and surface chemistry. Near-field microscopy is a nanoscale imaging technique with the capability of providing the label-free tissue diagnostics.
medical field with information about the intrinsic optical properties of tissue that cannot be probed by any other techniques. Despite the benefits that near-field microscopy offers for medicine, its use in imaging biomaterials has been limited due to the large topographic variations that these samples exhibit. This gap between the nanoscale and the scales of interest for industry and medicine also presents an obstacle in the application of iron oxide nanoparticles in medicine and graphene in industry. In this work, I develop multi-scale optical metrology techniques for characterizing graphene at the industrial scale, identifying unlabeled nanoparticles within cultured human cells, and studying the intrinsic optical properties of tissue with near-field microscopy. Through fluorescence quenching microscopy (FQM), I map the layer thickness and uniformity of entire centimeter-scale graphene sheets and identify fluorine-doped regions. I utilize scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) to identify iron oxide nanoparticles in cultured human cells through their scattering behavior, and I develop SNOM for label-free tissue diagnostics, quantifying image creation in SNOM of large biological samples and then revealing the cause of scattering dependence on the hydration state of fixed human breast tissue. This work contributes knowledge to the graphene growth, nanoparticle design, and label-free tissue diagnostics fields and facilitates the integration of nanotechnology with medicine and industry.
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1 Introduction

Nanotechnology is an exciting new field with the potential to revolutionize industry and medicine. The power of nanotechnology is its ability to build nanomaterials from the ground up, engineering them for specific applications. A two-dimensional nanomaterial which is particularly promising for industry is graphene. Graphene is a single sheet of sp²-hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice structure. Due to its unique structure, graphene exhibits electrical, optical, and thermal properties which make it an ideal material for semiconductor, energy, and thermal industries. In the medical field, nanotechnology is improving the disease detection and treatment process through novel nanomaterials and nanoscale imaging techniques. For nanomedicine, nanoparticles are being developed to selectively attach to cell membranes, serving as disease detection labels, or deliver embedded drugs to the interior of target cells by crossing the cell membrane. The ability to design nanoparticles from the ground up allows precise engineering of their properties, such as size, shape, and surface functionalization, for efficient uptake, high selectivity, and biocompatibility. In addition to developing new detection labels, nanotechnology introduces new nanoscale imaging techniques that can improve diagnostics by increasing our understanding of the optical properties of tissue. Label-free tissue diagnostics is a promising new medical field concerned with achieving disease detection through the intrinsic optical properties of tissue, forgoing the need for histological stains and greatly increasing the speed and efficacy of disease detection while reducing cost. However, label-free tissue diagnostics requires detailed knowledge
about the intrinsic optical properties of tissue, which is difficult to obtain through conventional imaging techniques. Near-field optical imaging, a nanoscale imaging technique, exhibits improved optical resolution over conventional imaging, high sensitivity to scattering, and simultaneous optical and topography image collection. These capabilities make near-field optical imaging a promising technique for label-free tissue diagnostics. Despite the great potential of nanotechnology, the fundamental obstacle that complicates its use in medicine and industry is the incredibly small scale in which nanotechnology operates. Nanomaterials are generally 1-100 nanometers, much smaller than the scale of biomaterials, such as tissue and cells, which are measured in micron- to millimeters. Furthermore, nanomaterials are too small to be resolved by standard optical techniques, which have a diffraction resolution limit of ~0.5 micrometers. On the other hand, nanoscale imaging techniques are sensitive to sample size, making imaging of biomaterials nontrivial. This research bridges this gap in scales through multi-scale optical metrology of nanomaterials and biomaterials to provide significant contributions to the fields of industrial graphene metrology, nanomedicine, and label-free tissue diagnostics.

In this research, we use two optical characterization techniques to bridge the gap between nanotechnology and medicine and industry, scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) and fluorescence quenching microscopy (FQM). SNOM is a new tool for optical microscopy that breaks the diffraction barrier that limits the resolution of far-field imaging techniques by retaining the high-resolution evanescent information that exists only very near to the sample. When near-field (evanescent) light is scattered by the
sample, it is transformed into propagating far-field light.\textsuperscript{1,2} By retaining the information in the near-field light, SNOM achieves an optical imaging resolution that is up to 5 times greater than achievable with far-field microscopy. Furthermore, SNOM’s dependence on scattering to transform near-field to far-field light makes it highly sensitive to scattering within the sample. In addition to offering high-resolution optical imaging and being sensitive to scattering, SNOM combines topography measurements with optical measurements. Therefore it is the ideal nanoscale optical metrology technique for nanomedicine applications such as studying the interaction between nanoparticles and cells and revealing the intrinsic optical properties of unlabeled tissue. FQM, on the other hand, is a far-field optical technique that exploits the near-field phenomena of fluorescence quenching to enable large-scale visualization of graphene. Fluorescence quenching is detected by spin-coating a solution of polymer mixed with fluorescent dye onto the graphene then viewing the sample under a fluorescence microscope. FQM offers improvements over alternative graphene imaging techniques such as atomic force microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and optical reflection and transmission techniques because it can be performed on arbitrary substrates, imaging time is short, large areas can be measured, and the imaging equipment (a fluorescent microscope) is widely available.

The versatility of SNOM and FQM introduces the possibility of multi-scale optical metrology, which we fully utilize in this dissertation research. In Chapter 2, we introduce optical imaging mechanisms, summarizing the theory behind the SNOM and FQM techniques. In Chapter 3, we develop a technique for metrology of graphene utilizing
FQM. We first develop a technique for identifying graphene layers on entire large-area CVD graphene samples. Next, we extend this technique to visualization of chemical doping of graphene. In Chapter 4, we demonstrate SNOM transmission measurements of cells and develop a method for detecting iron oxide nanoparticles in cells based on the scattering profile. In Chapter 5, we develop dual-optical SNOM, which simultaneously collects SNOM reflection and SNOM transmission images, and utilize it to study scattering from unlabeled human tissue. In this study, we investigate the cause of scattering variation between non-desiccated and desiccated fixed tissue. To improve dual-optical SNOM from a characterization technique to a metrology technique, we utilize modeling, theory, and experiments to quantify image formation in reflection SNOM to allow prediction of topology-induced artifacts which complicate reflection SNOM image interpretation.

In this dissertation research, we further graphene development for industry by creating the first industrial metrology technique for measuring graphene layer thickness, uniformity, and chemical doping. Additionally, we contribute to the nanomedicine, label-free tissue diagnostics, and SNOM fields by extending the capability of SNOM to imaging cells and tissue, developing a technique for identifying unlabeled nanoparticles in cells, and revealing the effect of dehydration on the optical properties of unlabeled tissue.
2 Optical Imaging Mechanisms

2.1 Light Interaction with Materials

Light interacts with any material through absorption/emission of photons (light as a particle) or scattering of the electromagnetic wave (light as a wave). Absorption occurs when the incident light has an energy that matches a possible electronic transition within the material and a photon is annihilated to promote the energy state of an electron. Similarly, emission is the creation of a photon by the transition of an electron in the material to a lower energy state. Scattering, on the other hand, occurs with light at any energy. Scattering is due to the electric field of the incident light inducing an oscillation of the electronic charges in the material (electrons in the case of individual atoms), which in turn causes these charges to emit radiation in the form of scattered light.

When a molecule absorbs a photon, it is excited from the ground state to an excited state. Energetically favored electron promotion is from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), usually the singlet ground state, \( S_0 \), to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), and the resulting species is called the singlet excited state \( S_1 \). The longest wavelength absorption band corresponds to the energy difference between these two states, given by the following expression:

\[
\Delta E = E_{\text{LUMO}} - E_{\text{HOMO}} = \frac{\hbar^2}{8mL^2} (n_{\text{LUMO}}^2 - n_{\text{HOMO}}^2)
\]  

(1)
The energy required for this electronic transition can be supplied by a photon of the appropriate frequency, given by the Planck relationship:

\[ E = h\nu = hc/\lambda \]  

where \( h \) is Planck’s constant, \( \nu \) is the frequency, \( c \) is the speed of light, and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength.\(^3\) After absorbing a photon, the molecule eventually returns to the ground state either by emitting another photon through photoluminescence or through non-radiative decay, such as internal conversion to heat. Photoluminescence occurs through fluorescence or phosphorescence. The Jablonski diagram in Figure 1 shows the energy transfer process for photon absorption and photoluminescence. As indicated in Figure 1, absorption usually excites electrons to higher vibrational energy levels (1, 2, etc.) of the singlet excited electronic energy states (\( S_1, S_2 \)). These electrons generally relax to the lowest vibrational level of the first singlet excited state within picoseconds. Fluorescence emission, the transition from the singlet excited state to the ground state, occurs within tens of nanoseconds, after internal conversion. Therefore, a photon emitted through fluorescence has a longer wavelength than the absorbed photon. Photoemission also occurs at a longer wavelength, but takes place from the first triplet excited state, \( T_1 \). Transition from the first triplet excited state to the singlet ground state is forbidden; therefore lifetimes for photoemission are several orders of magnitude greater than those for fluorescence, making fluorescence and non-radiative de-excitation pathways more favorable.\(^3,4\)
The scattering of light, as a result of its interaction with matter, can be classified as elastic or inelastic. In elastic scattering, the photon propagation direction is changed but its energy is conserved. On the other hand, inelastic scattering occurs when both the photon propagation direction and energy is altered. Inelastic scattering is caused by the transfer of energy between the photon and a molecular bond and produces a scattered spectrum. Elastic scattering is divided into three domains based on the size of the particle relative to the wavelength of incident light. These three domains are Rayleigh scattering (particle is much smaller than the wavelength), Mie scattering (particle is about the same size as the wavelength), and Geometric scattering (particle is much larger than the wavelength). Inelastic scattering is also divided into domains, based on the types of molecule motions involved, vibrational and rotational (Raman scattering) or translational (Brillouin scattering). Brillouin scattering produces very small frequency shifts and has not yet yielded important applications. The Jablonski diagram for Rayleigh and Raman scattering in Figure 2 shows the source of the wavelength shift observed in Raman spectroscopy is the molecules not returning to their original vibrational state after being excited by incident photons. These molecules either return to a higher vibrational state,
which results in Stokes Raman scattering, or they return to a lower state, which results in Anti-Stokes Raman scattering. The intensity of Stokes Raman scattering, where energy is lost by the photon, is much less than Rayleigh scattering, while the intensity of Anti-Stokes Raman scattering, where energy is gained by the photon, is even less than Stokes Raman scattering. The attenuated Anti-Stokes Raman scattering is due to the population state of molecules being principally in their ground vibrational state at room temperature, while Anti-Stokes Raman scattering requires that the molecules start in a higher vibrational state.

In this work, we focus on two interaction mechanisms between light and matter, fluorescence and elastic scattering of light. Fluorescence, and its quenching through non-radiative decay, is the basis of fluorescence quenching microscopy and elastic scattering is the basis of scanning near-field optical microscopy. Both of these imaging techniques are described in detail in the following sections. Because elastic scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism, generally the term ‘scattering’ refers to elastic scattering. This dissertation will follow this convention, substituting ‘scattering’ for
elastic scattering and using the term ‘inelastic scattering’ to differentiate the two scattering mechanisms.

2.2 Fluorescence Quenching Microscopy

2.2.1 Fluorescence Emission

Fluorophores are molecules that absorb light at a specific wavelength, re-emit light at a longer specific wavelength, and primarily de-exite through fluorescence radiation. The intensity and wavelength of the emitted light depend on both the fluorophore and the chemical environment. The two primary properties that describe steady-state and transient fluorescence by a fluorophore are quantum yield and fluorescence lifetime, respectively. These properties are based on the dynamics of de-excitation of the fluorophore.

For an initial concentration of excited state fluorophores \([A^*]\), the fluorophores return to the ground state through fluorescence according to

\[
A^* \xrightarrow{k_f} A + h\nu
\]  

and through non-radiative decay according to

\[
A^* \xrightarrow{k_{nr}} A
\]  

where \(k_f\) and \(k_{nr}\) are the fluorescence and non-radiative decay rate constants, respectively. The rate equation for de-excitation is
Integrating the rate equation gives the concentration of excited fluorophores,

\[
\frac{d[A^*]}{dt} = -(k_f + k_{nr})[A^*].
\]  

Integrating the rate equation gives the concentration of excited fluorophores,

\[
[A^*] = [A^*]_0 e^{-(k_f + k_{nr})/t},
\]  

where \( t \) is time and \( [A^*]_0 \) is the initial excited-state fluorophore concentration at \( t = 0 \).

The fluorescence lifetime is a measure of the time required for the fluorescence intensity to decay to \( 1/e \) of its initial value and is given by

\[
\tau = 1/(k_f + k_{nr}).
\]  

The fluorescence intensity observed for a fluorophore is proportional to its concentration in the excited state. Therefore, the fluorescence emitted by an excited fluorophore is described by

\[
F(t) = F_0 e^{-t/\tau}
\]  

where \( t \) is time and \( F_0 \) is the initial fluorescence intensity at \( t = 0 \).

Quantum yield \((Q)\) determines the fluorescence emission efficiency of the fluorophore and is the ratio of the emissive rate of the fluorophore \((k_f)\) to the rate of non-radiative decay \((k_{nr})\).\(^4\) In terms of decay rates, \(Q\) is given by:

\[
Q = \frac{k_f}{k_f + k_{nr}}.
\]
The lifetime of a fluorophore in the absence of non-radiative processes (intrinsic lifetime) is given by

\[ \tau_n = \frac{1}{k_f} \]  

(10)

and is related to the quantum yield and the fluorescence lifetime by

\[ \tau_n = \frac{\tau}{Q} \]  

(11)

2.2.2 Quenching Mechanisms

Fluorescence quenching is caused by non-radiative energy transfer between the fluorophore (donor) and an energy acceptor, which decreases the fluorescence intensity. There are two types of non-radiative energy transfer: static and dynamic. Static fluorescence quenching is caused by the donor binding to the fluorophore, which creates a ground state complex that has a different absorption spectrum or is non-fluorescent. Static fluorescence quenching occurs when both the donor and acceptor molecules are in the ground state and does not affect fluorescence lifetime measurements since the only fluorescence that is observable comes from the unquenched, uncomplex fluorophores.

Dynamic fluorescence quenching is caused by additional non-radiative de-excitation processes for the fluorophore. In the general case, the fluorescence lifetime of a fluorophore depends on the decay rates of all possible decay pathways and is given by
When non-radiative transfer mechanisms are introduced to the system, the lifetime of the fluorophore is decreased and the fluorescence radiation is effectively quenched. The two primary non-radiative energy transfer mechanisms between a donor in the excited state and an acceptor are Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) and Dexter electron transfer (also called exchange or collisional energy transfer). In both of these processes, the energy is transferred to the acceptor from the donor in its excited state before a photon is emitted. These processes are illustrated in the Jablonski diagram in Figure 3 and are described below.

\[
\frac{1}{t} = \sum_i k_i.
\]  

(12)

2.2.2.1 Dexter Electron Transfer

Dexter electron transfer occurs when the donor and acceptors come into molecular contact and their electron wave-functions overlap, allowing electron exchange.\(^6\) The Dexter electron transfer rate constant \(k_{ET}\) is given by
where \( r \) is the distance between the donor and acceptor, \( L \) is the sum of the van-der Waals radii of the donor and acceptor, and \( J = \int q_{d,\lambda} e_{a,\lambda} d\lambda \) is the spectral overlap integral. This transfer rate has an \( e^{-r} \) dependence on the distance between the donor and acceptor. Because electron transfer requires an overlap of the electron clouds, it only occurs at short distances, typically 15-20\( \AA \).

The decrease in fluorescence intensity due to Dexter electron transfer is described by the Stern-Volmer equation:

\[
\frac{F_0}{F} = 1 + K[Q] = 1 + k_q \tau_n [Q].
\]

Here, \( K \) is the Stern-Volmer quenching constant, \( k_q \) is the bimolecular quenching constant, \( \tau_n \) is the intrinsic lifetime of the fluorophore, and \([Q]\) is the quencher concentration. The Stern-Volmer quenching constant indicates the sensitivity of the fluorophore to a quencher. \( K \) depends strongly on the diffusion rate. Therefore, it is small for a fluorophore buried in a macromolecule and large for a fluorophore that is free in solution or on the surface of a biomolecule. Because electron transfer is facilitated by diffusion, fluorescence quenching caused by electron transfer depends on temperature, increasing in effectiveness at higher temperatures.
2.2.2.2 Förster Resonant Energy Transfer

FRET is a long-distance quenching mechanism, occurring when the emission spectrum of the fluorophore (donor) overlaps the absorption spectrum of the acceptor. Unlike Dexter electron transfer, FRET does not require molecular contact between the donor and acceptor and therefore is not sensitive to the electrostatic interaction between the molecules. In FRET, the donor and acceptor are coupled through a dipole-dipole interaction. FRET efficiency is based on three factors: (1) distance between the donor and the acceptor, (2) spectral overlap of the donor emission and the acceptor absorption spectra, and (3) relative orientation of the donor emission dipole moment and the acceptor absorption dipole moment. The FRET rate between two molecules is given by

\[ k_T = \frac{1}{\tau_n} \left( \frac{R_0}{d} \right)^6 \]  

(15)

where \( R_0 \) is the Förster distance, \( d \) is the distance between the donor and acceptor, and \( \tau_n \) is the intrinsic lifetime of the donor. The Förster distance is given (in nm) by

\[ R_0 = (c_0 \kappa_2 n^{-4} Q_0)^{1/6} \]  

(16)

where \( c_0 = 8.8 \times 10^{-11} \) is a constant, \( \kappa_2 \) is the dipole relative orientation factor, \( J(\lambda) = \int q_{d,\lambda} \epsilon_{a,\lambda} \lambda^4 d\lambda \) (M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\) nm\(^4\)) is the overlap integral for the donor emission spectrum and the acceptor absorption spectrum, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength in nm, \( n \) is the refractive index of the surrounding medium, and \( Q_0 \) is the intrinsic quantum yield of the donor.\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^7\)
FRET is sensitive to the relative orientation between the donor emission dipole and the acceptor absorption dipole. The dependence of FRET on relative dipole orientation is represented by the dipole relative orientation factor $\kappa^2$, which varies from 0 to 4. When the donor and acceptor dipoles are perpendicular $\kappa^2=0$, while $\kappa^2=1$ for side-by-side parallel dipoles and $\kappa^2=4$ for head-to-tail parallel dipoles. For extended systems, where the ensemble average can be used and dipoles orientations are random, $\kappa^2=2/3$ is used for dipoles with fast rotational diffusion\(^7\) and $\kappa^2=0.476$ is used for dipoles with static orientations.\(^4,7\) Determining the actual value of $\kappa^2$ for any system is a complex problem where many factors must be considered.\(^3,9\)

The distance dependence of FRET depends on the dimensionality of the acceptor. For an N-dimensional acceptor, FRET dependence is $d^{N-6}$, where $d$ denotes distance.\(^10\) In classical FRET, the acceptor is a 0-dimensional dipole, which leads to the classical $d^6$ distance dependence. Graphene is a 2-dimensional material, which results in $d^4$ distance dependence.\(^11-14\) This relationship holds true for nanowires (1-dimensional with $d^5$ distance dependence)\(^14,15\) and half-space materials (3-dimensional, with $d^3$ distance dependence).\(^16\)

The intrinsic quantum yield is related to the fluorescence decay rate by

$$Q_0 = k_f \tau_n.$$ \hspace{1cm} (17)

Therefore, the relationship between the FRET rate and the fluorescence rate is given by
The FRET efficiency \( E \) is defined as the fraction of excited molecules that undergo energy transfer from the donor to the acceptor and is expressed in terms of the rate constants as

\[
\frac{k_T}{k_f} = \frac{c_0 \kappa^2 \hbar n^{-4}}{d^{N-6}}. \tag{18}
\]

and in terms of the distance between the donor and acceptor as \(^{4,7,13}\)

\[
E_{FRET} = \frac{k_T}{k_T + k_f} \tag{19}
\]

and

\[
E_{FRET} = \frac{R_0^6}{R_0^6 + d^{N-6}}. \tag{20}
\]

### 2.3 Scanning Near Field Optical Microscopy

SNOM is based on the concept of positioning a light source with dimensions much smaller than the wavelength of light close to the sample, producing a subwavelength illumination spot on the sample. The image that is produced by scanning this illumination spot along the sample surface and recording the transmitted or reflected light exhibits optical resolution greater than allowed by the diffraction limit. This concept was first proposed in 1928 by E.H. Synge.\(^{17}\) However, due to the technical difficulty of maintaining a distance between the source and sample that is smaller than the light wavelength, the first experimental application wasn’t reported until 1972, when Ash and Nicholls demonstrated the realization of Synge’s concept in the microwave range.\(^{18}\) The
first experimental realizations in the visible range, reported in 1984 by Lewis et al.\textsuperscript{19} and Pohl et al.\textsuperscript{20} were made possible by the development of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM). Today, most SNOM setups use Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to maintain the source-sample distance.

2.3.1 Near-Field Regime

SNOM breaks the diffraction barrier by detecting the evanescent waves that are lost in far-field optical techniques. Evanescent waves are produced when light is confined to a sub-wavelength dimension. When scattered, these evanescent waves are converted to propagating waves which can be detected in the far-field. Evanescent waves can be produced by a SNOM tip and scattered by the sample surface or they can be produced by the sample and scattered by the tip.\textsuperscript{2} Evanescent waves are defined by the near-field regime of the optical field.

The near-field regime can best be explained using angular spectrum representation of the optical field. Angular spectrum representation is the series expansion of an arbitrary field in terms of plane and evanescent waves with variable amplitudes and spatial frequencies (k vectors). The angular spectrum representation of an electric field, $E_s$, at a plane transverse to the z-axis a distance $z=Z_0$ from the origin plane is given by\textsuperscript{21,22}

$$E_s(x, y; z_0) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \hat{E}_s(k_x, k_y; 0) e^{i(k_xx + k_yy)} e^{ik_zZ_0} dk_x dk_y,$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)
where \( k_x, k_y, \) and \( k_z \) are the wavenumbers related to the Cartesian coordinates \( x, y, \) and \( z, \) respectively. \( \hat{E}_s(k_x, k_y; 0) \) are the Fourier amplitudes of the electric field at \( z = 0. \) The difference between the near-field and the far-field regimes lies in the exponential term \( e^{ik_zz_0} \) in Equation 21. The relationship between the \( k \)-vector \( \left( k_x, k_y, k_z \right) \) and the angular frequency \( \omega = 2\pi c/\lambda \) is

\[
k_x^2 + k_y^2 + k_z^2 = \frac{\omega}{\gamma_g}.
\]

where \( \gamma_g \) is the group phase velocity and is related to the speed of light in a vacuum, \( c, \) by \( \gamma_g = c/n \) where \( n \) is the index of refraction of the medium. Solving Equation 22 for \( k_z \) and introducing the transverse wavenumber \( k_t \equiv \sqrt{k_x^2 + k_y^2}, \) we obtain

\[
k_z = \sqrt{(2\pi n/\lambda)^2 - k_t^2}.
\]

For \( k_i \leq 2\pi n/\lambda, \) \( k_z \) is a real number and the exponential term \( e^{ik_zz_0} \) indicates that \( E_s \) propagates along the z-axis, oscillating with \( e^{ik_zz_0}. \) This is the far-field component of the optical field. For \( k_i > 2\pi n/\lambda, \) \( k_z \) is an imaginary number and the exponential term \( e^{ik_zz_0} \) indicates that \( E_s \) decays exponentially along the z-axis according to \( e^{-|k_zz_0}. \) This evanescent field is the near-field component of the optical field.

For the near-field component, the absolute value of the transverse wavenumber depends on the characteristic dimension of the source structure, \( d, \) according to\(^{21}\)
\[ k_t \approx j(n\pi/d) \ (j = 1, 2, \ldots). \]  

(24)

where \( n \) is the index of refraction of the source structure. Evanescent fields are produced when light is sufficiently laterally confined to satisfy \( k_t > 2\pi n/\lambda \). This leads to an equation for the characteristic dimension requirement for producing near-field light

\[ d < j(n\lambda/2) \ (j = 1, 2, \ldots). \]  

(25)

When the light is laterally confined to a dimension smaller than \((n\lambda/2)\), all of the light is evanescent.

### 2.3.2 Resolution Limits

The resolution limits of near-field and far-field components of the optical field can be determined by adapting Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle to the angular spectrum representation of the electromagnetic field, giving

\[ \Delta r \Delta k_t \geq 2\pi, \]  

(26)

where \( \Delta r = \sqrt{\Delta x^2 + \Delta y^2} \) is the width of the field in direct space and \( \Delta k_t \) is the width of the field Fourier transform in the frequency space. For the far-field component, \( k_{t,\text{max}} = 2\pi n/\lambda \), leading to \( \Delta k_{t,\text{max}} = 4\pi n/\lambda \). This limits the minimum width of the field in direct space to \( \Delta r_{\text{min}} = \lambda/2n \). When we consider the limited collection angle of optics, \( n \) is replaced by \( NA \) to give the far-field resolution limit
\[ \Delta r_{\min} = \frac{\lambda}{2NA} \] (27)

The transverse wavenumber in the near-field produced by an aperture with diameter \( a \) is found from Equation 24 to be \( k_{t,\text{max}} = \pi a \), leading to \( \Delta k_{t,\text{max}} = 2\pi a \). Thus, the resolution limit for near-field light is

\[ \Delta r_{\min} = \frac{a}{n} \] (28)

When imaging is performed in air, the typical case, \( n=1 \) \(^{24}\) and the resolution limit is

\[ \Delta r_{\min} = a. \] (29)

Because \( a \ll \lambda \), the achievable resolution in the near-field is much greater than in the far-field. However, as the lateral confinement increases, the evanescent field decays faster in the \( z \)-direction. Similar to skin depth in alternating electric current, we define the near-field zone limit by the \( 1/e \) decay length of the electric field strength \( (|E_z|^2) \) of the evanescent field, given by \(^{21}\)

\[ \delta_{nf} = \frac{1}{2k_z}. \] (30)

Using \( k_{t,\text{max}} \) in Equation 30, we find that the decay length for the maximum-resolution evanescent field is
Conversely, we can define the maximum resolution obtainable at a distance $z_0$ away from the sample, first solving for $k_{t,\text{max}}$, then finding $\Delta r_{\text{min}}$

$$k_{t,\text{max}}(x, y) = 2\sqrt{(\frac{1}{2}z_0)^2 + (\frac{2\pi}{\lambda})^2}, \quad (32)$$

$$\Delta r_{\text{min}} = \frac{\pi}{\sqrt{(\frac{1}{2}z_0)^2 + (\frac{2\pi}{\lambda})^2}}. \quad (33)$$

We see here that the achievable resolution in near-field imaging is defined by both the aperture diameter and the distance from the aperture. The practical resolution limit of confocal microscopy is ~250nm. In contrast, in aperture-SNOM, the practical resolution achievable is 50nm, a 5x resolution improvement over confocal microscopy.

### 2.3.3 Nanometer-Confined Light Source

The nanometer-confined light source for SNOM imaging can be implemented either by an aperture technique or an apertureless technique. In aperture-SNOM, near-field light is produced by confining the light within the probe to a small aperture at the probe tip. As the aperture size is decreased from much larger than the light wavelength to much smaller than the light wavelength, less light is transmitted through the probe until only evanescent waves are emitted from the aperture. Additionally, the directionality of the light emitted from the probe is decreased until the light is emitted nearly uniformly in all directions. In apertureless-SNOM, near-field light is produced by focusing light onto a sharp metal
tip. When the incident light is polarized parallel to the tip shaft, the incident electric field causes free electrons to oscillate along the tip shaft. At the tip apex, the surface area is very small. Therefore when the electrons are moved into the tip apex, the resulting surface charge density at the tip end is very large. These charges generate a secondary electric field that is more intense than the incident field, effectively enhancing the incident electromagnetic field at the apex of the tip, and producing near-field light at the tip that is brighter than the incident far-field light.\(^\text{22}\)

Although both aperture-SNOM and apertureless-SNOM illuminate the sample with evanescent waves, they are best suited for different applications. In aperture-SNOM, the confinement in the probe causes a large portion of the intensity of the far-field light source to be lost, thus limiting the intensity of near-field light that can illuminate the sample. Apertureless-SNOM is not subject to this limit and produces near-field light intensity that is greater than the intensity of the far-field light source. However, aperture-SNOM is easier to implement and interpret because only near-field light illuminates the sample. In contrast, in apertureless-SNOM, both near-field light and the far-field light from the original source illuminate the sample. A complex detection scheme must be implemented to isolate the near-field light and post-processing may be required to deconvolve the resulting signal.
3 Centimeter-Scale Metrology of CVD Graphene

3.1 Introduction

Graphene is currently a rock star material in nanotechnology, stealing center stage from its nano-carbon sibling, the carbon nanotube, with a Nobel Prize win (Physics 2010, awarded to Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov) and riding high on a landslide of publications dedicated to its study. However, to successfully graduate from the laboratory and fulfill its promised destiny as a revolutionary of the energy, semiconductor, and thermal management industries, graphene needs to become relevant at larger scales. This requires increasing the size of graphene itself and developing large-scale industrial metrology techniques. Graphene is a two-dimensional sheet of graphite, consisting of one to ten layers of carbon atoms arranged in hexagonal lattices. It was first synthesized as micron-sized flakes through mechanical exfoliation of highly ordered graphite. Although the size limitation of mechanically exfoliated graphene inhibits its industrial application, many promising alternative synthesis techniques have been developed that can create larger graphene sheets. These techniques include chemical reduction of graphene oxide (rGO) and growth of graphene through chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of carbon atoms on metallic substrates, among many others. A recent review by Singh et al. provides an in-depth analysis of the current state-of-the-art techniques for synthesizing graphene.\textsuperscript{26} Currently, CVD-growth of graphene appears to be the most promising
synthesis technique for industrial applications, allowing high-throughput production of large graphene sheets.

With the addition of high-throughput synthesis to graphene’s repertoire, the only remaining obstacle for widespread industrial use is large-scale industrial metrology. There are many techniques for characterizing graphene that measure a wide range of properties. In industry, the primary need is for characterization of specific properties against metrics of interest. For the energy, semiconductor, and thermal management industries, the most important metrics are: layers, edge structure, defects, Fermi level, and thermal conductivity. When a characterization method measures one of these metrics, it can be considered a metrology technique. Layer thickness and uniformity of a graphene sample are important parameters that affect the performance and properties of the sample. Additionally, cracks and wrinkles in the graphene sample cause variations in the electronic properties that are unrelated to the quality or thickness of the graphene. These defects are difficult to completely avoid due to complicated growth and processing procedures. Chemical doping, a major approach for tuning electronic properties, has been consistently applied in semiconductor technologies to control the type and density of charge carriers. Well-developed methods for graphene doping can produce n- and p-type conductions, which are required for complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology and, accordingly, logic circuits. Therefore, a high-throughput metrology technique that characterizes layer thickness and chemical doping of an entire CVD graphene sample is necessary for industrial applications.
The challenge in graphene metrology is mainly due to the dimensionality of the graphene sheet. Although the topic of whether nanomaterials should be officially defined is highly-contested,\textsuperscript{27,28} the widely-accepted definition states that materials with at least one dimension smaller than 100nm can be considered nanomaterials. Graphene qualifies as a nanomaterial because the height of a single sheet is \textasciitilde0.4nm. However, the width and length of a graphene sheet can vary drastically. Production of CVD graphene sheets up to nearly 1m has been reported,\textsuperscript{29} although centimeter- to inch-scale sheets are more common. The large discrepancy between the height and the expanse of CVD graphene makes the task of graphene metrology very challenging. Currently, most metrology techniques focus on the small scale, where they can resolve the chemical structure of graphene. However, some large-scale metrology techniques that detect enhanced optical contrast of graphene have been introduced.

For industrial applications, metrology techniques must be quick, repeatable, and conclusive. Additionally, they should allow measurement of the entire region of interest on the substrate required for the given industrial application (e.g. glass substrates for solar cells). Therefore an industrial metrology technique should be high-throughput, scalable to allow characterization of entire large-area CVD graphene samples, insensitive to environmental factors or substrate interactions, and quantified for automated decision making in addition to measuring the metrics of interest.

In the next section, we summarize the current graphene metrology techniques, describing which metrics they measure and their suitability for an industrial metrology
technique. Although each technique has benefits, none of the current metrology techniques can be considered industrial. In this work, we develop and demonstrate the first industrial metrology technique for graphene. Our metrology technique is based on FQM and allows repeatable, quick, and easy identification of layer thickness and uniformity and visualization of chemically-doped regions of large-area CVD graphene sheets on arbitrary substrates.

3.1.1 Current Graphene Metrology Techniques

In this section, we review the current graphene metrology techniques, providing some insight into the experimental setup and indicating which industrial metrics they study. A convenient summary of the metrics studied by each technique is included in Table 1 at the end of this section.

3.1.1.1 Electron Microscopy

Electron microscopy employs an electron beam and is performed in a vacuum chamber to minimize random electron scattering. There are two forms of electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In TEM, electrons passing through sample are detected. TEM offers a sensitive, atomic-resolution imaging solution for characterizing graphene at the cost of extensive sample preparation. Due to the sensitivity of this technique, graphene must be suspended over a gap or hole in the imaging substrate. TEM imaging of graphene is further complicated because the electron energy must be reduced to avoid damaging the
graphene sample. This has lead to many creative TEM imaging solutions, such as aberration-corrected TEM,\textsuperscript{30–32} and high-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM.\textsuperscript{33}

TEM has been used to show the atomic structure of suspended exfoliated graphene,\textsuperscript{34} rGO,\textsuperscript{35} and CVD graphene\textsuperscript{36} membranes and can study edge structure.\textsuperscript{37} Further, TEM can investigate defects in graphene\textsuperscript{32,38} and even reveal charge-transport effects of doping.\textsuperscript{39} Combining image processing techniques with TEM imaging has enabled the effect of nitrogen doping on CVD graphene to be studied.\textsuperscript{39} TEM can identify graphene layers by imaging a cross-section of the graphene sheet (XTEM). XTEM is achieved by imaging a fold in the graphene sheet\textsuperscript{34} or cutting the graphene sheet (e.g. using a focused ion beam).\textsuperscript{40,41} XTEM is considered the most dependable method for identifying graphene layer thickness. Electron diffraction, a TEM technique performed by shifting the imaging focus from the sample to the back focal plane of the microscope, allows observation of the lattice structure through the interference pattern.\textsuperscript{32,34,42}

Interestingly, it has been discovered that graphene makes an excellent support substrate to enable high-resolution TEM investigation of other samples.\textsuperscript{38}

In SEM, the electron beam is raster-scanned over the sample surface and the backscattered or secondary electrons are detected. SEM is a simple and relatively fast imaging technique and is primarily used to visualize graphene sheets and measure their size and uniformity.\textsuperscript{43–46} When graphene was first discovered, SEM was used to identify few-layer graphene, which was not distinguishable from single-layer graphene by optical characterization methods available at the time.\textsuperscript{47} SEM has also been used to identify edge
structure in high-quality exfoliated graphene sheets.\textsuperscript{48} SEM imaging of graphene requires a conductive support substrate. Although it cannot identify layer thickness, SEM is an excellent technique for measuring the size of exfoliated graphene sheets and identifying cracks in the sample due to its fast image formation.

3.1.1.2 Scanning Probe Microscopy

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) refers to any microscopy technique that utilizes a probe scanned over the surface of the sample. The most widely-used SPM technique is AFM. Although the lateral resolution of AFM is limited by the probe dimensions (practical limit \(\sim10\text{nm}\)), the vertical resolution can reach 0.1nm and atomic-scale height variations can be detected. AFM is commonly used to identify individual layers in exfoliated\textsuperscript{47,49} and CVD\textsuperscript{46,50} graphene. However, drift in the probe height feedback and height variations in the substrate can introduce measurement error over large areas. Additionally, it has been discovered that graphene does not always lay flat against the substrate, with the gap between graphene and the substrate reaching 5-10Å. This height is significant given that a single layer graphene is \(\sim4\text{Å}\) and bi-layer graphene is \(\sim8\text{Å}\).\textsuperscript{47} Therefore, AFM identification of layers is most reliable at edges, where sharp height variations are easily discernable. In addition to measuring layer height, AFM is also a helpful tool in studying the surface structure of functionalized graphene, through both height and phase measurements.\textsuperscript{51–53} For the most part, AFM is slower than SEM and therefore only used over SEM when layer thickness is of interest.
Another SPM technique that is used for high-resolution imaging of graphene is STM. STM is the famous older sibling of AFM. The inventors of STM (Ernst Ruska and Heinrich Rohrer) shared their 1986 Nobel Prize win with the inventor of the electron microscope (Gerd Binnig) and went on to develop the first AFM. In STM, a conductive tip is kept at a constant bias voltage as it is scanned over the sample. Electrons that tunnel through the vacuum between the probe and the surface are detected as the tunneling current. This tunneling current is sensitive to the surface work function and density of states. Like TEM, the resolution offered by STM allows direct study of the structure of exfoliated graphene, CVD-grown graphene, and graphene oxide. Since STM current depends on density of states, it has become a very useful technique for studying defects in epitaxial-grown graphene, CVD-grown graphene, and rGO and for studying defects at the edge. STM can also be used to measure dopant concentration on the graphene sheet. Additionally, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), where the bias voltage is scanned, allows direct measurement of the Fermi level and determination of edge structure.

3.1.1.3 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy, which measures inelastic Raman scattering, is a characterization technique with fame to match graphene, having won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1930 (awarded to Sir C. V. Raman). In Raman spectroscopy, laser light is shone onto the sample and the wavelength shift in the reflected light is recorded as the Raman spectrum. In the case of a homogeneous sample, peaks appear in the Raman spectrum that correlate to bond energies.
Raman spectroscopy has become a gold-standard for graphene characterization. This is due to the sheer quantity and quality of the chemical information given by a Raman spectrum. Raman spectroscopy of graphene was first described by Ferrari et al. in 2006.\textsuperscript{66} There are a number of thorough reviews on the applications and basics of Raman spectroscopy of graphene.\textsuperscript{67–72} Raman spectroscopy is nearly the perfect tool for graphene metrology because it is sensitive to all of the industrial metrics. Raman can be used to study the change in the Fermi level due to chemical or electrical doping\textsuperscript{62,73–76} and study edge structures.\textsuperscript{77,78} Primarily, however, Raman is used to study the structure of the graphene sheet and the layer thickness.\textsuperscript{66,79–83} The ability to quantify defects through Raman has made it an essential tool for studying the quality of CVD-grown graphene, where defects are a common problem.\textsuperscript{40,43,84–87} Finally, Raman can be used to study the thermal conductivity of graphene.\textsuperscript{88,89} Recently, it was discovered that the sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy can be extended by incorporating graphene into the experimental setup. Single- and few-layer graphene was found to enhance the Raman signal from molecular adsorbates.\textsuperscript{90}

Raman is largely insensitive to substrate and temperature effects (large temperature shifts slightly affect the G peak position).\textsuperscript{79,91,92} The only limitation that keeps Raman from becoming the gold standard for graphene metrology is the low throughput of the technique. While the excitation laser used in Raman spectroscopy can be scanned over the sample to collect spatial Raman maps,\textsuperscript{43–45,80,82,93,94} scanning Raman measurements take a long time because at each collection point 0.5-1 minute is required to collect the Raman spectrum. Mapping a 20x20µm$^2$ exfoliated graphene flake at 1µm
resolution requires nearly 7 hours of continuous Raman scanning. In this sense, Raman is the slowest characterization technique for graphene and cannot adequately characterize an entire large-area CVD graphene sheet.

3.1.1.4 X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy

X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS) measures the kinetic energy of the sample surface. From the kinetic energy, binding energies can be calculated. XPS joined the rank of distinguished metrology techniques in 1981, when Kai Siegbahn, the inventor of XPS, won the Nobel Prize in Physics. Through the presence and relative height of peaks in the XPS spectrum, the relative composition of elements and electronic structure of graphene can be determined.\(^9\) Because the type and concentrations of chemical impurities can readily be measured, XPS is an excellent tool for studying the chemical state of doped CVD graphene\(^29,62,96\) and rGO.\(^53,97,98\) In the case of doped graphene, the Fermi level can be determined from the dopant type and concentration.\(^62\) Generally, spatial maps are not generated from XPS data. Instead, one to three studies on a graphene sample are considered adequate to characterize the chemical state.

3.1.1.5 Optical Reflection

Optical reflection is used to identify graphene through differences in refractive index between the graphene and substrate. It is an excellent visualization tool, with the ability to study large areas quickly, and played a key role in the experimental discovery of graphene.\(^47\) The imaging substrate used to discover graphene is still the most popular – a silicon (Si) wafer covered with a 300nm-thick silicon-dioxide (SiO\(_2\)) layer. This oxide
layer is instrumental in creating a Fabry-Perot type cavity which maximizes the visibility of graphene through optical interference. Studies on the color contrast between graphene and the Si/SiO\(_2\) substrate and between graphene layers measured the maximum contrast between layers to be 12\%.\(^{46,82,99–101}\) Color contrast in the optical reflection has been used to segment images of exfoliated graphene according to layer thickness\(^{100}\) and to statistically determine the uniformity of CVD graphene.\(^{46}\) In optical reflection, the thickness of the oxide layer is a critical parameter for enhancing contrast, with a change of a few nanometers rendering graphene nearly invisible.\(^{102,103}\) The silicon wafer also has an impact on the reflected contrast and replacing it with another material changes the contrast.\(^{103–105}\)

Although some industrial applications, such as semiconductors, utilize Si/SiO\(_2\), many require different substrates, such as glass substrates for solar energy. There have been a few studies on characterizing graphene layers through reflection using different substrates, including glass\(^{106}\) and the copper growth substrate.\(^{107}\) These studies demonstrate the promise of reflectance microscopy on alternate substrates, but still fall short of being suitable for reliable layer identification, with only 1\% contrast between graphene layers on copper and 7\% contrast on glass.
Table 1: Industrial metrics measured by graphene characterization techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Edge Structure</th>
<th>Defects</th>
<th>Fermi Level</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>Cross section of cut or fold(^{34,40,41})</td>
<td>Atomic edge structure imaged directly(^{37})</td>
<td>Variations in lattice structure imaged directly(^{32,36})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Identified in extended edges of high-quality exfoliated flakes(^{39})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>Sharp height variations at edges(^{36,47,49,50})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Scanning bias voltage(^{65})</td>
<td>Density of state measurements(^{36,40,59,62})</td>
<td>Scanning bias voltage(^{61,64})</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raman Spectroscopy</td>
<td>Relative peak height (G and 2D) and location (2D) (^{35,76,86,101})</td>
<td>D peak height using horizontal polarization(^{7,78})</td>
<td>D peak height(^{35,84-87})</td>
<td>G peak position(^{82,73-76})</td>
<td>Relationship between G peak position and dissipated power (^{88,89})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Relative peak height / positions(^{30,39,75,75})</td>
<td>Determined from dopant type and concentration(^{40})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection Microscopy</td>
<td>Color contrast, depends on substrate(^{46,52,99-101})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FQM</td>
<td>Intensity contrast, customized by dye layer thickness</td>
<td>Intensity contrast of the layer decreases</td>
<td>Intensity contrast of the layer decreases</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2 Fluorescence Quenching for Industrial Graphene Metrology

3.1.2.1 Industrial Metrology

In industrial applications, graphene will be embedded as a component of a wide variety of devices, from semiconductor devices to solar cells. Therefore, graphene metrology must be performed in-line with production and on arbitrary substrates. To fit into the production workflow, an industrial metrology technique must be: (1) high-throughput, (2) scalable to allow characterization of entire large-area CVD graphene samples, (3) insensitive to environmental factors or substrate interactions, and (4) quantified for automated decision making. The suitability of the current metrology techniques for industrial metrology according to these criteria is summarized in Table 2.
Of the techniques covered thus far, optical reflection is the only high-throughput metrology technique. Recognizing the benefit of high-throughput optical reflection metrology, Nolen et al. developed a technique for segmenting the optical reflection image according to layer thickness to provide quantified results. The small size and uniformity of exfoliated flakes simplifies the task of identifying layers, allowing even Raman mapping to achieve layer identification of the entire flake. However, the small size of exfoliated graphene also means that industrial interest in the material is limited. Reina et al. were the first to expand quantified optical reflection metrology to CVD graphene, bringing the technique one step closer to industrial use. The characterized region was still limited to a subset of the CVD graphene sheet and they did not attempt to segment the image according to layer thickness, instead limiting their analysis to statistical determination of uniformity. This decision may have been due to the difficulty in identifying CVD graphene layers with high confidence. Although it is high-throughput, optical reflection metrology is limited by the achievable contrast between graphene layers, which makes layer identification difficult on a large scale. Furthermore, it is highly sensitive to the imaging substrate, which limits its usefulness in industrial applications.

In this work, we develop a new graphene metrology technique which is based on FQM, a novel visualization technique that detects fluorescence quenching by graphene. Fluorescence quenching was first utilized to visualize graphene immobilized on a fluorescent dye-functionalized substrate. Kim et al. built on this concept, introducing the fluorophores in the form of a fluorescent dye-polymer layer deposited on the
graphene and substrate by spin-coating and introduced the term “fluorescence quenching microscopy” to describe this technique. FQM allows the contrast of fluorescence quenching to be customized by controlling the dye-polymer layer thickness and can be performed on arbitrary substrates.\textsuperscript{109,110} Around the same time, Sagar et al. used quenching of the intrinsic fluorescence in PMMA to create a hybrid graphene visualization/fabrication technique, demonstrating the applicability of a fluorescence-based graphene metrology technique in industry.\textsuperscript{3}

By quantifying the contrast measured by FQM, we achieved high-throughput metrology of graphene on arbitrary substrates. We then obtained quantified results by employing image processing techniques. The resulting metrology technique is well suited to industrial applications (Table 2) and has the following capabilities:

1. Identification of layer thickness and uniformity and visualization of chemical doping
2. Characterization of entire large-area CVD graphene sheets
3. Repeatable across imaging microscopes and imaging sessions
4. Fast collection time

In the following section we provide a brief introduction to fluorescence quenching by graphene and give an overview of the industrial graphene metrology technique we developed that relies on this property.
**Table 2** Industrial metrology capabilities provided by graphene metrology techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput</th>
<th>Characterization Area</th>
<th>Substrate/Environment Requirements</th>
<th>Quantified Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>Very low, a great deal of sample preparation is required and image formation is slow</td>
<td>Very Small</td>
<td>Support substrate with large holes / Vacuum environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Mediocre, sample preparation required but image formation is fast</td>
<td>500x500µm² regions demonstrated required by desired resolution</td>
<td>Conductive substrate / Vacuum environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>Low, data acquisition speed limited by probe scanning control</td>
<td>Small. Limited by throughput, scan size, and feedback drift</td>
<td>Atomically flat substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STM</td>
<td>Very low, data acquisition speed limited by probe scanning control</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Atomically flat, conductive substrate / Vacuum, low temperature environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raman Spectroscopy</td>
<td>Very low, 0.5-1 minute per collection point</td>
<td>Small. Limited by throughput</td>
<td>Very low substrate and environment sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPS</td>
<td>Extremely low, usually only one or two points are measured</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Vacuum environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection Microscopy</td>
<td>Very fast, thousands of data points collected simultaneously</td>
<td>120x120µm² regions demonstrated, Limited by contrast</td>
<td>Substrate stacking and refractive index determine contrast Image segmentation according to layers (exfoliated graphene, calibration required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FQM</td>
<td>Very fast, thousands of data points collected simultaneously</td>
<td>1cm² regions demonstrated, Unlim. due to high contrast</td>
<td>Very low substrate and environment sensitivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1.2.2 Fluorescence Quenching by Graphene

Due to its unique electronic properties, graphene has some similarities with metal, a known fluorescence quencher, making it a promising material for fluorescence quenching studies. Electrons in the sp²-hybridized pₓ orbitals of the carbon atoms that make up graphene are easily excited and have π-π* transition energies that fall within the energy range of visible light, making graphene an excellent energy acceptor.³

The two primary mechanisms through which energy is transferred to graphene from a fluorophore in the excited state are Dexter electron transfer and FRET. There have been
many studies on fluorescence quenching by graphene through Dexter electron transfer\textsuperscript{112,113} and FRET.\textsuperscript{11,12,14} Although these studies do not compare the quenching rates of these processes to determine which is dominant, FRET can be considered to be the dominant process for distances greater than 2nm due to the short-range interaction required for Dexter electron transfer. Classical FRET theory is concerned with the dipole-dipole interaction between two dye molecules, which exhibits the $d^{-6}$ distance dependence. Because graphene is a 2D material, this distance dependence is reduced to $d^{-4}$ between a dye molecule and graphene, as explained in Chapter 2.\textsuperscript{7,8,14} Therefore, while classical FRET is usually restricted to 10nm, FRET involving graphene can occur up to distances of 30nm.\textsuperscript{12}

Dexter electron transfer depends heavily on diffusion,\textsuperscript{4} therefore its efficacy is severely attenuated when the fluorophores are immobilized, as is the case in the polymer-dye layer used in FQM. Additionally, fluorescence quenching was observed in FQM even when a 20nm-thick non-fluorescent spacing layer was added between the graphene and the dye layer.\textsuperscript{109} Therefore we conclude that FRET is the dominant quenching process in FQM.

In FQM, the fluorescence throughout the entire dye layer is recorded for each point. Therefore, the fluorescence intensity from quenched dye regions depends on acceptor-donor distances ranging from zero at the graphene surface to the dye layer thickness at the surface of the dye layer. Over the substrate, where no quenching occurs, the measured intensity is proportional to the dye layer thickness. Over the graphene, fluorophores in the
dye layer are quenched by the graphene, with the quenching efficacy depending strongly on the distance between the fluorophore and graphene. Therefore, contrast between the graphene and the substrate can be controlled by varying the dye layer thickness. The quenching of the dye layer is also limited by the concentration of acceptor states. In samples where the number of donors far-outnumber the number of acceptors, as is the case in FQM, quenching is proportional to the density of acceptor states. Therefore, another way of controlling the contrast between graphene and the substrate is by varying the number of graphene layers, which changes the number of acceptor states. This effect is the basis of first application of FQM, large-scale industrial quantification of the thickness and uniformity of large-area CVD graphene sheets and also contributes to reduced quenching by doped graphene.

While graphene is an excellent energy acceptor due to extended sp$^2$-hybridized carbon bonds$^{4,8,109}$, graphene oxide does not quench fluorescence as effectively due to sp$^3$ bonds with the oxygen functional groups. In sp$^3$-hybridized orbitals, all of the valence electrons are in σ bonds, which have high excitation energies (~200nm)$^3$. Therefore, electrons in sp$^3$-hybridized orbitals don't absorb visible light, making them poor energy acceptors from the fluorophores. This effect has been shown experimentally, where quenching was greatly increased when graphene oxide was reduced, restoring the sp$^2$-hybridized orbitals$^{109}$. Similarly, when graphene is chemically doped by adding functional groups to the surface, the number of acceptor electrons in sp$^2$ orbitals is reduced. In this case, the reduction in quenching efficiency is expected to be proportional to the reduction in sp$^2$ orbitals. However, there is also another effect of changing the
bonds – changing the distribution of acceptor states. While pristine graphene has a 2-dimensional acceptor state geometry, many of the acceptor states are removed during the doping process, which could cause the remaining acceptor states to become isolated and could, in turn, change the acceptor state geometry and the resulting FRET distance dependence.

Doping can also affect fluorescence quenching in FQM due to the shift in the Fermi level. In pristine graphene, the Fermi surface is a set of six points known as the K-points and the density of states at the Fermi level is zero. Through chemical and electrical doping, the Fermi level is shifted, causing a non-zero density of states at the Fermi level. A theoretical study on the effect of Fermi level shift on FRET transfer found that, for large z (outside Dexter electron transfer distance, ~2nm), there are two different distance dependence functions, depending on the relationship between the dye emission energy and the Fermi level shift. For a Fermi level shift less than one-half of the dye emission energy, the distance dependence of FRET is $d^{-4}$, similar to pristine graphene. However, if the Fermi level shift is greater than one-half of the dye emission energy, distance dependence is exponential, resulting in reduced quenching.\textsuperscript{114}

Due to the highly effective, long-distance quenching of fluorescence by graphene, it is a promising acceptor material for fluorescence-intensity based biosensors\textsuperscript{115,116} developed to detect DNA,\textsuperscript{117–119} proteins,\textsuperscript{120–122} and other biomolecules.\textsuperscript{123–126} Additionally, resonant energy transfer to graphene has been used to harvest energy from fluorescent quantum dots\textsuperscript{127–129} and dye molecules.\textsuperscript{130,131} Because it is capable of near-
absolute quenching of the fluorescence signal that interferes with Raman measurements, graphene can also be used as a substrate to enable Raman measurements of fluorescent materials. Recently, however, it has been discovered that a powerful application of fluorescence quenching by graphene is visualizing the graphene itself.

Due to its high throughput and controllable contrast, FQM had great potential to be extended beyond the state of other metrology techniques and become truly relevant for industry. To develop FQM into an industrial metrology technique, we made four major improvements: (1) quantification of quenching contrast to identify graphene regions, (2) large-scale image collection to measure entire CVD graphene sheets, (3) mapping of doped regions of graphene, and (4) image segmentation for quick and easy graphene layer identification.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Graphene Growth

CVD graphene films were grown using a 25µm-thick copper foil (Alfa Aesar, item No. 13382) as a catalyst. The copper foils were pretreated with acetic acid and deionized (DI) water to ensure the surfaces were completely clean and free from oxidation. Next, the pretreated copper foils were loaded into a quartz-tube furnace chamber and heated to 1000°C in a 2-Torr Ar/H₂ (200:200 sccm) atmosphere and thermally annealed for 30 minutes. For the growth of graphene, methane (100 sccm) was introduced into the chamber under 20 Torr for 20 minutes and the chamber temperature was cooled down to 25°C at a cooling rate of 20°C/minute. The graphene samples were
removed from the growth chamber and covered with poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) by drop-coating and heated at 120°C for 10 minutes to dry the PMMA layer. The copper foil was then etched in iron(III) chloride (FeCl₃) aqueous solution (0.5M) and rinsed thoroughly with hydrochloric acid (3%) and DI water, respectively.

Glass substrates were prepared by cutting microscope slides into 1in² squares and cleaning by gently rubbing with a clean gloved finger and liquid detergent, followed by sonication for 10 minutes each in DI water, toluene, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and finally blowing dry with a nitrogen stream. Floating graphene samples were fished onto the substrate and allowed to dry overnight. To remove the transfer PMMA from the graphene, the samples were soaked in heated acetone for 30 minutes, soaked in heated IPA for 10 minutes, and dried under a nitrogen stream. The samples were stored in a vacuum desiccator.

3.2.2 Graphene Doping

For patterned fluorine doping, a CVD graphene sheet immobilized on a glass substrate was spin-coated with a photoresist layer. Next, photolithography was performed using a patterned mask having circular and stripe windows to define the areas to be doped. Upon development of the mask, graphene sheets were selectively fluorinated using a reactive ion etching (RIE) machine. The plasma treatment was carried out at room temperature with the CF₄ gas pressure fixed at 10 mTorr, while the CF₄ flow rate was kept constant at 50 sccm. Graphene fluorination was performed with 10 seconds of
plasma exposure at an RF power level of 25W. After dissolving the photoresist in acetone overnight, selectively doped graphene was dried and prepared for dye coating.

3.2.3 Dye-Doped Polymer Preparation and Coating

The dye mixture was prepared by adding 0.01wt% 4-(Dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(4-dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran (DCM, Sigma Aldrich) to 10mL 1.0wt% PMMA (Mw ~120,000) dissolved in toluene (>99.5%, Fisher Chemical). This dye-polymer solution provides complete dispersion and low evaporation during spin-coating due to the low vapor pressure of toluene, allowing formation of a uniform layer with repeatable thickness. Additionally, the excitation energy of DCM is well below the absorption energy of PMMA and the spin-coating behavior of PMMA dissolved in toluene has been well-studied.\textsuperscript{133–135} Finally, PMMA is already used as a protection layer during CVD graphene transfer and as the protection film during photolithography. Therefore, it is well known that PMMA does not damage the graphene sample, it is easily washed away with acetone, and many advanced techniques have been developed to ensure complete contaminant removal, if necessary.\textsuperscript{57,136}

The solution was stirred and heated overnight to dissolve the polymer, then continuously stirred until used to prevent agglomeration of the dissolved polymer. Before coating the graphene sample, the dye was placed in a water bath and heated gradually from room temperature to 85°C. The dye was then held at this temperature for 1 hour before being gradually cooled back down to room temperature. This process of heating and cooling the dye was then repeated once more to further prevent agglomeration and
create a homogenous dye. Immediately before the solution was spun onto the substrate, it was sonicated for 15 minutes. To ensure that any bright spots seen in the FQM image of graphene were due to contamination on the surface, the dye solution was passed through a 0.22µm filter before being deposited on the substrate. The dye layer was formed by flooding the substrate with the dye mixture then spinning the substrate at 3000rpm for 60 seconds with a 2-second ramp. Next, the sample was stored in a vacuum desiccator for one hour to completely evaporate the solvent. This step is necessary to achieve consistent contrast measurements for the graphene layers. As the solvent evaporates, the layer thickness decreases which alters the quenching of the dye layer and the contrast between graphene layers and the substrate. The dye layer thickness was determined by forming scratches in the polymer layer with plastic tweezers and measuring the height difference with a Veeco Dektak 8 surface profilometer.
The fluorescence spectrum of dyes depends on the solvent used to dissolve the dye powder. Because the spectra for DCM dissolved in toluene with PMMA have not been previously recorded, we measured the absorption and emission spectra of our polymer dye solution after it was spin-coated onto glass slides. The measured spectra are shown in Figure 4. The fluorescence collection and emission optics were determined from the peaks in the absorption and emission spectra. The measured absorption and emission peaks for the dye polymer mixture are 470nm and 560nm, respectively.

Figure 4 Dye-doped polymer absorption and fluorescence emission spectra.
3.2.4 Fluorescence Microscopy

Fluorescence images of the dye-coated graphene were collected using a BD Pathway 855 HT Confocal microscope. An arc lamp was used as the light source. The illumination light was filtered through a 470nm (+/-40nm) bandpass filter and a dichroic filter (520nm) and focused on the sample using an Olympus 20x objective with a 0.75 numerical aperture. The emitted light was passed through a 542nm (+/-27nm) bandpass filter and detected with a CCD camera. BD AttoVision software, which is provided with the Pathway microscope, was used to control the mechanical stage and collect montage images. Photobleaching of the dye-polymer layer was avoided by limiting the illumination intensity of the light source (~10%), enabling consistent fluorescence contrast for multiple measurements of the same sample.109

3.2.5 Fluorescence Characterization

Steady-state emission spectra were recorded using a Fluorolog-3-22 spectrofluorometer (Horiba Jobin-Yvon), with slit widths between 2nm and 5nm. Absorption spectra were recorded using a JASCO V-670 UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer. All measurements were performed at ambient temperature. Fluorescence spectra of dye (original and quenched by pristine/doped graphene), were obtained in response to 406nm light excitation.

Time-resolved emission measurements were conducted with a TBX single-photon-counting detector and a NanoLED laser source. For recording the profile of the excitation pulse (i.e., the instrument response function), we used an aqueous solution of bovine
serum albumin as a scatterer, setting $\lambda_{em} = \lambda_{ex}$. The fluorescence decay, $D(t)$, collected at emission wavelength $\lambda_{em} = 566$nm, was fit to a convolution integral:

$$D(t) = L(t) \otimes F(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)

where the recorded profile of the laser pulse was adopted for the instrument response function, $L(t)$. The decay function, $F(t)$, is the Laplace transform of $\alpha(t)$, which represents the distribution of the amplitudes of the exponential decays with different lifetimes, $\tau$,

$$F(t) = \int_0^\infty \alpha(\tau) \exp \left(-\frac{t}{\tau}\right) d\tau^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

Reported lifetimes were obtained from bi-exponential data fits.

### 3.2.6 Raman Characterization

Raman spectra were collected with a Thermo-Fisher Scientific micro-Raman equipped with DXR 532nm Excitation Laser Set.

### 3.2.7 Image Processing

All image processing was performed on a standard laptop using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
3.3 Results

3.3.1 Large-Area, High-Throughput Identification of CVD Graphene Layers on Arbitrary Substrates

High-throughput production of graphene can be achieved by growing graphene via CVD of carbon atoms on metallic substrates.\textsuperscript{43,46,50,137} Graphene creation using mechanical exfoliation is labor intensive and only produces a few small graphene samples whereas the size of CVD-grown graphene is only limited by the size of the growth chamber.\textsuperscript{138} CVD graphene has been developed for many different industrial applications, such as electronic devices,\textsuperscript{139–141} solar cells,\textsuperscript{142,143} and energy storage.\textsuperscript{144} The layer thickness and uniformity of a graphene sample are important parameters that affect the performance and properties of the sample. Additionally, cracks and wrinkles in the graphene sample cause variations in the electronic properties that are unrelated to the quality or thickness of the graphene. These defects are difficult to completely avoid due to complicated growth and processing procedures. Therefore, a high-throughput metrology technique that characterizes an entire CVD graphene sample is necessary for industrial applications.

In this work, we advance FQM by introducing a method for identifying and counting graphene layers using histogram-based segmentation. Our large-area graphene metrology technique is illustrated in Figure 5. Briefly, we coat the graphene sample with a dye-polymer solution and image using a fluorescence microscope. To characterize an entire CVD graphene sample, we collect a large-scale, high-resolution montage image and
process the image to remove the effects of non-uniform illumination. Next, we analyze the histogram of the resulting image to identify the unquenched fluorescence intensity. The intensity ranges within the histogram that correspond to graphene layers are then calculated from the known contrast ranges. Finally, the image is segmented by mapping pixels to different colors depending on their intensity values. Utilizing this technique, we achieve high-throughput thickness and uniformity metrology of entire CVD-grown graphene samples on a glass substrate. Because the contrast provided by FQM does not depend on the substrate or sensitivity of the microscope, this method does not require additional calibration, allowing for fully-automated metrology measurements. This work introduces a new method for graphene metrology that allows quick and easy identification of graphene layers in a large area on arbitrary substrates.

Figure 5 Schematic of our large-area, high-contrast graphene metrology technique.

3.3.1.1 Large-Area High-Contrast Fluorescence Imaging

The contrast between graphene and the substrate can be customized by controlling the thickness of the dye layer, from complete quenching with a dye monolayer\textsuperscript{108,132} to
negligible quenching with a thick dye layer. In this study, we coated the graphene with a 30nm-thick dye layer to provide optimal contrast for few layer graphene. Contrast between graphene layers is reduced with a thinner dye layer, while contrast between graphene and the substrate is reduced with a thicker dye layer. After dyeing the graphene sample, we imaged the graphene with a fluorescence microscope equipped with a mechanical stage. To achieve high-resolution imaging, a 20x (0.75 N.A.) imaging objective was used. With this objective, an image covers a 417x318µm² area. To image the entire graphene sample, which covers approximately 1cm², a montage of individual images was collected. This objective can achieve a resolution of 380nm, however to reduce the noise in the image and keep the size of the montage image file reasonable, we averaged a 4x4 segment of pixels into one final pixel. This resulted in an effective pixel size of 1.24x1.24µm². The final image is free from noise and does not need to be further filtered.

**Figure 6** Fluorescence image of dyed CVD graphene sample (a) before and (b) after background correction.

The fluorescence montage image of single-layer CVD graphene is shown in Figure 6a. The montage consists of 34x46 individual images. Because the illumination across
one image is not completely uniform, individual images in the montage image can be identified by their dark outlines. This non-uniform illumination can be corrected using the standard microscopy flatfield correction technique. Briefly, a correction image is created by imaging a uniform fluorescence sample such as a dye layer covering a bare substrate. This image should be created using the same imaging pathway used to create the montage image but only needs to be created once every few months as the illumination source ages. Each area in the montage image that represents an individual image is corrected using

\[ I_{flat}(x, y) = \frac{I_{original}(x, y)}{I_{correction}(x, y)} \cdot I_{correction} \]  \hspace{1cm} (36)

The flattened image is shown in Figure 6b. The non-uniform illumination has been entirely corrected. In the flattened FQM image the graphene can be clearly seen and some folds and cracks are apparent.

3.3.1.2 Identification of Graphene Layers

Identification of the graphene layers is achieved by histogram-based segmentation based on contrast relative to the substrate. The fluorescence intensity, \( I_f \), of the dye layer coating the graphene sample is given by

\[ I_f = (1 - f_Q) \cdot I_{f0} \]  \hspace{1cm} (37)

where \( I_{f0} \) is the original fluorescence intensity of the dye and \( f_Q \) is the fluorescence quenching factor which depends on the number of graphene layers and the thickness of
the dye layer. Because the glass substrate does not quench the dye fluorescence, the quenching factor is for the substrate is equal to 0 and the fluorescence intensity of the substrate is equal to $I_0$. Contrast between graphene layers and the background is given by the equation

$$C = \frac{I_{\text{background}} - I_{\text{graphene}}}{I_{\text{background}}}$$

(38)

Substituting $I_0$ for $I_{\text{background}}$ and $I_f$ for $I_{\text{graphene}}$ in Equation 38 gives the relationship between the quenching factor and the contrast between the graphene layer and the substrate,

$$C = f_Q.$$  

(39)

The fluorescence intensity of the graphene layers and the substrate can vary between images due to variations in the illumination intensity. However, the contrast between the graphene layers and the substrate is determined by the quenching factor, which is constant across samples and microscopes and depends only on the dye layer thickness.
The first step in our segmentation algorithm is measuring $I_{\text{background}}$. This is achieved by analyzing the image histogram. Two major peaks are apparent in the histogram of the corrected fluorescence image of the CVD graphene sample (Figure 7). The peak at higher fluorescence intensities represents the substrate while the peaks at lower intensities represent the graphene. $I_{\text{background}}$ is the intensity value that correlates to the apex of the substrate peak in the histogram. Once $I_{\text{background}}$ is determined, the contrast value for each pixel is calculated according to

$$C(x, y) = \frac{I_{\text{background}} - I(x, y)}{I_{\text{background}}}.$$ (40)

Next, the image is segmented according to the pixel contrast value. Our measurements on multiple graphene samples found that for a 30nm-thick dye layer, the contrast range for single-layer graphene is 0.35-0.58 and the contrast range for two-layer graphene is 0.58-0.75. These ranges indicate that the contrast per layer decreases as the layer count increases. This decrease in quenching by subsequent layers was also
predicted theoretically and observed experimentally in a study on the quenching of fluorescent nanocrystals by graphene.\textsuperscript{127} Ideally, the contrast for different layers would be discrete values instead of value ranges. This would be the case for exfoliated graphene samples. CVD samples, however, have variations on the nanometer scale which cannot be adequately resolved due to the resolution limit of light. The signal from these regions is averaged to obtain the intensity value for each pixel in the collected image. Therefore the intensity peaks in the fluorescence image histogram resemble Gaussian peaks and represent the low-passed version of the ideal discrete peaks.

In addition to identifying graphene layers, our segmentation algorithm identifies contamination on the graphene surface. This is possible because the contamination particles obstruct the distribution of dye as it is spun onto the graphene sample, causing the dye to build up around the particles which results in regions where the fluorescence intensity is brighter than the fluorescence of the flat substrate. Very large contamination blocks the flow of dye, which creates regions with a thinner layer of dye. This can lead to incorrect identification of the graphene layers. Therefore, detecting contamination in the segmentation algorithm is important for accurate interpretation of the segmentation results. The contrast range for pixels darker than the substrate is 0-1 while pixels brighter than the substrate (part of the Gaussian peak representing the substrate and surface contamination) have negative contrast values. The segmentation algorithm maps pixels to graphene layers, $L_n$, according to
where -1 indicates surface contamination, 0 indicates the substrate, and 3 indicates 3 or more graphene layers. Applying this segmentation algorithm to the flattened montage fluorescence image in Figure 6b produces the segmented image shown in Figure 8. In this image, the graphene layers are portrayed using unique colors. The segmented image shows that the graphene sample is entirely single-layer graphene with some easily identifiable cracks and folds that create two-layer graphene. The light blue arrows in Figure 8 indicate regions where large contamination affected the distribution of the dye layer.
Although quenching contrast is determined by the dye layer thickness, its sensitivity to layer thickness is attenuated by the large contrast between graphene layers. Multiple measurements of a single graphene sheet with different dye layer thicknesses found the quenching contrast of single layer CVD graphene increases from 39% to 74% when the dye layer thickness is reduced from 30nm to 18nm, resulting in an average contrast dependence of ~3%/nm. Alternatively, when the dye layer thickness is increased to 39nm, contrast is reduced to 33%, or ~1%/nm on average. The contrast range of single layer graphene is 35-58%, therefore these results indicate that single layer graphene would be correctly identified for a dye layer thickness within 24-35nm. This is well...
within the accuracy of the spin-coating technique; therefore contrast sensitivity to thickness does not induce measurement error or impose strict dye layer preparation procedures.

To compare the results of our segmentation algorithm with Raman microscopy measurements, we consider a small region from the large-area fluorescence image where the graphene sample exhibits a large crack and a fold. The fluorescence image of this region is shown in Figure 9a and the segmented image is shown in Figure 9b. In the histogram of the fluorescence image (Figure 9c) intensity ranges mapped to different graphene layers during the segmentation process are indicated. Raman measurements were taken in the areas corresponding to the colored dots in the fluorescence and segmented images. The resulting spectra (Figure 9d) indicate that the graphene sample is mostly single-layer graphene (green dot and spectrum) with two-layer graphene at the fold (blue dot and spectrum) and no graphene in the crack (red dot and spectrum). Profiles taken along the lines in the fluorescence and segmented images are compared to the graphene layer thickness measured by Raman microscopy in Figure 9e. Raman microscopy measurements, indicated by the colored dots in the line profile, agree with the layer thickness identified by the segmentation algorithm. Therefore, Raman microscopy confirms that our segmentation technique accurately measures graphene layer thickness.
Figure 9 (a) FQM and (b) segmented images of CVD graphene. (c) Raman spectra recorded at colored dots in a and b. Spectra have been offset for visibility. (d) Histogram of FQM image. Colored regions indicate intensity ranges mapped to different graphene layers in segmentation algorithm. (e) Line profile from a and b showing FQM signal (red line), layer count from segmented image (blue line), and layer count from Raman measurements (colored dots).
3.3.1.3 Graphene Quality Comparison

To illustrate the usefulness of this metrology technique for applications such as optimizing graphene growth procedures, we compare the quality of graphene samples prepared using different transfer techniques. An important step in the transfer of graphene is dissolving the cured PMMA layer that is used to protect the graphene during the etching and transfer steps. The basic technique is to completely dissolve the PMMA by dipping the entire sample in acetone. Recently it was shown that the quality of the CVD graphene sample is improved when a drop of liquid PMMA is added on top of the transfer PMMA and allowed to slowly dissolve the transfer PMMA for 30 minutes before the acetone soak. The authors suggested that dissolving the transfer PMMA with liquid PMMA allowed the graphene to relax on the substrate. We propose that similar results can be obtained by adding a drop of acetone instead of liquid PMMA.
Figure 10 Segmented image of dyed CVD graphene samples prepared using different transfer techniques. (a) Modified technique where a drop of liquid PMMA is added to the transfer PMMA and (b) unmodified technique where the transfer PMMA is directly dissolved by dipping the sample in acetone.

The graphene sample shown in Figure 8 was prepared by adding one drop of acetone onto the transfer PMMA and allowing it to dry for 30 minutes before soaking the sample in acetone. For the graphene sample shown in Figure 10a, we added one drop of liquid PMMA onto the transfer PMMA and allowed it to dry for 30 minutes. As a control, the graphene sample in Figure 5b was prepared by following the unmodified basic transfer technique, where the sample is directly dipped into acetone to dissolve the PMMA. All three CVD graphene samples were grown on the same copper foil substrate and underwent the same etching process. The segmented images of the graphene samples clearly show that the quality of the graphene sample is improved by both the acetone drop and the PMMA drop methods. The presence of numerous folds and large cracks in
the sample prepared using the unmodified method indicates that the graphene did not adequately relax onto the substrate and was torn when the transfer PMMA was dissolved in the acetone bath. The graphene samples prepared using the acetone drop and PMMA drop methods are of similar quality. Both samples still contain some cracks and folds, indicating an opportunity for further improvement of the transfer method.

Figure 11 shows 417x318µm² sections of each graphene sample which represent ‘good’ and ‘bad’ regions in the samples. The size of these sections is approximately the size of a single image collected using a 20x objective. Although the large-scale images of the graphene samples show that the modified transfer methods produce graphene samples with improved quality compared to the unmodified transfer method, the small-scale ‘good’ images indicate that the samples are all of equal quality. It is easy to see how a comparison that only uses small-scale images could be comparing ‘good’ regions to ‘bad’ regions in different samples, resulting in incorrect conclusions. Therefore, a large-scale metrology technique is required to accurately compare the quality of CVD graphene samples.
3.3.2 Non-Invasive Visualization of CVD Graphene Doping

In this work we develop an industrial fluorescence quenching microscopy technique for CVD-grown graphene with the ability to visualize chemical doping of large graphene regions quickly and noninvasively. We first perform patterned p-type doping of CVD graphene with fluorine using reactive ion plasma etching, then coat the sample with a DCM dye-doped PMMA polymer solution, creating a fluorescent dye layer. A large-scale high-resolution fluorescence image of the dye-coated graphene sample is collected. In the fluorescence image, doped regions are detected by their reduced quenching compared to...
pristine graphene. Through Gaussian curve fitting of the fluorescence image histogram, we automatically and dynamically segment the fluorescence image into different graphene regions.

3.3.2.1 Visualization of Doped Regions

Chemical fictionalization of graphene often results in disruption of sp\(^2\)-hybridization of carbon atoms, change in Fermi level, and, accordingly, change in the excitation energy of graphene.\(^{146,147}\) Therefore, we expect FQM to allow identification of chemically doped graphene through reduced quenching.

Fluorine doping of graphene via reactive ion plasma etching has been adopted as p-type chemical doping technique since it allows creation of complex doping patterns through lithography techniques. Previously, CF\(_4\) plasma functionalization of graphene has been introduced as a feasible and more convenient technique to produce fluorine doped graphene.\(^{148}\) Following the doping procedure outlined in the published study, we doped selected areas of CVD-grown graphene sheets with fluorine. Next, we coated the selectively doped graphene samples with a dye-doped polymer solution. A large-scale high-resolution montage fluorescence image was then obtained and processed.

The FQM images of CVD graphene fluorine-doped using a striped mask to regions of the graphene are shown in Figure 12. Flat-field correction was used to remove the effect of uneven illumination in the individual images and yielded a very uniform large-area image (Figure 12a). In FQM, regions are identified by their contrast relative to the
intensity of the unquenched fluorescence in the image histogram. Contrast between two regions in fluorescence quenching is given by

\[ C_{2-1} = \frac{I_1 - I_2}{I_1} \]  

when region 1 represents unquenched fluorescence intensity of the dye (over the substrate), contrast is equal to the fluorescence quenching factor of graphene in region 2.

To segment the FQM image, pixels are assigned to different graphene regions based on their contrast relative to the background fluorescence intensity peak in the image histogram. In the original FQM image segmentation algorithm, fixed contrast ranges were determined experimentally and applied universally to fluorescence images. In this work, we improve upon the FQM image segmentation algorithm by utilizing Gaussian curve fitting to automatically and dynamically determine the contrast regions corresponding to graphene regions. To perform Gaussian curve fitting, the user enters the rough location of the image histogram peaks and the height, width, and location parameters of the histogram-fitted Gaussian curves are automatically determined. Our algorithm utilizes the ‘fminsearch’ function provided by Matlab to fit the Gaussian curves to the histogram peaks. The ‘fminsearch’ function implements the Nelder-Mead simplex method.\textsuperscript{149,150} The Nelder-Mead algorithm is an iterative function-minimization method, in our case employed to minimize the error function measured between the Gaussian curve to be fitted and the image histogram.
Figure 12 Flat-field corrected fluorescence image of CVD graphene fluorine-doped with a striped mask (a). The fluorescence image histogram and fitted Gaussian peaks corresponding to the substrate (grey), doped graphene (light blue), and pristine graphene (dark blue) (b). Fluorescence quenching metrology segmented image (c) showing the pristine graphene regions (dark blue) and doped graphene regions (light blue).

Image segmentation was performed by mapping pixels within the image to segmented regions according to their intensity contrast relative to background signal, taken as the location of the Gaussian curve fitted to the substrate peak in the image histogram. The fluorescence image histogram and fitted Gaussian curves used to identify graphene regions and segment the fluorescence image are shown in Figure 12b. The contrast ranges corresponding to segmented regions were bounded at the intensity values where the fitted Gaussian curves overlap. The resulting segmented image of the corrected fluorescence image, shown in Figure 12c, identifies regions corresponding to pristine graphene, doped
graphene, and the glass substrate, as well as contamination (black). The contrast \( C \) ranges determined from Gaussian curve fitting are:

- \(-0.2 \leq C < 0.217\) – substrate,
- \(0.217 \leq C < 0.391\) – doped single-layer graphene,
- \(0.391 \leq C < 0.58\) – pristine single-layer graphene,
- \(C < -0.2, C > 0.58\) – contamination

Contrast between pristine graphene and the substrate, measured between the peaks of the fitted Gaussian curves, is 48%. This value is in agreement with the results from the original FQM segmentation algorithm. Contrast between doped graphene and the substrate is reduced to 32% and contrast between doped graphene and pristine graphene is 23%.
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**Figure 13** Flat-field corrected fluorescence (a) and fluorescence quenching metrology segmented (b) images of CVD graphene fluorine-doped using a circle mask.

The capability of FQM for visualizing complex doping patterns is demonstrated in Figure 13. The fluorescence image was collected from CVD graphene fluorine-doped
using a complex circular photolithography mask. The flat-field corrected fluorescence image is shown in Figure 13a and the segmented image showing doped and pristine regions is shown in Figure 13b. In this sample, contrast between doped graphene and pristine graphene (determined from fitted Gaussian curve locations) is only 17%, a smaller difference than the 23% contrast observed in the CVD graphene doped using the simple striped mask (Figure 12). However, because Gaussian curve fitting is used to automatically determine dynamic contrast ranges, the doped regions are accurately identified in the segmented image (Figure 13b). This demonstrates the significant ability of our FQM technique to dynamically visualize complex doping patterns.

3.3.2.2 Characterizing Fluorescence Quenching

The fluorescence emission of the dye layer over the bare substrate, doped graphene, and pristine graphene is given in Figure 14. The peak emission locations and values are indicated in the figure. In FQM, not all of the fluorophores in the dye layer are quenched by graphene. Therefore, the measured fluorescence emission is a combination of signals from quenched and unquenched fluorophores. As quenching increases, the ratio of quenched fluorophores to unquenched fluorophores increases. The emission peak height attenuation indicates this ratio. Comparing fluorescence emission peak heights, we find that peak height attenuation by doped graphene is 31% of attenuation by pristine graphene. Therefore, while both doped and pristine graphene quench fluorescence emission, quenching is reduced for doped graphene.
Peak locations in Figure 14 indicate a blue-shift of the emission peak as fluorescence quenching increases. This behavior is consistent with wavelength-dependent quenching by graphene, proposed in a recent theoretical study. Theoretical calculations indicate that the distance dependence of resonant energy transfer to graphene depends on the ratio between the emission wavelength ($\lambda$) and the donor-acceptor distance (d). For $d << \lambda$, as is the case in our study, quenching is proportional to $(\lambda^4/d^4)$.\textsuperscript{114} This leads to greater quenching at longer donor-acceptor distances for longer wavelengths. In our sample, where fluorophores are located throughout the depth of the dye-polymer layer, greater quenching at longer donor-acceptor distances leads to greater quenching overall. Therefore, fluorescence emission is quenched more effectively at longer wavelengths, leading to a blue-shift of the quenched emission peak.

A typical Raman spectrum collected from our CVD-grown graphene sheet is shown in Figure 15. The G band, centered on 1580cm$^{-1}$, is the first-order Raman mode induced
by in-plane vibration of carbon atoms in sp²-hybridized graphene sheets. As a result, the intensity and sharpness of G band signify the presence of crystalline graphitic phase in the synthesized material. The D band at 1335 cm⁻¹ is the defect-originated second-order Raman band which indicates the level of disorder in graphitic sp² structures. The nature of this band is related to one-phonon elastic scattering and it is interpreted as a measure of the quantity of sp³ or dangling sp² bonds that are causing structural disorders. The 2D-band at 2600 cm⁻¹, on the other hand, is originated by an inelastic scattering processes that involve phonons. This band is sensitive to the number of layers and is more pronounced in single- to few-layer graphene. The collected Raman spectra verify that the CVD-grown graphene sheet has a very low defect level and is primarily single- to bi-layer.

![Raman spectra of pristine and fluorine-doped graphene.](image)

**Figure 15** Raman spectra of pristine and fluorine-doped graphene.

Raman bands of graphene can be modified substantially by electron phonon interactions, and therefore, by p- and n-type doping. To further examine the effect of fluorine doping on our CVD-grown graphene, we collected Raman spectra from the
fluorine-doped graphene sheet. From Figure 15 it is clear that the intensity of the D peak of fluorinated graphene is much larger than that of the G and 2D peaks. As discussed earlier, the D resonance requires a defect for its activation; hence, its presence is associated with an increased degree of disorder. Several studies on carbon nanotube and carbon bulk materials showed that formation of sp$^3$ bonds, which are produced from breaking of the sp$^2$ network in graphene, contributes to an increase in the D peak intensity. Therefore, any type of doping, or process in general, that yields such a “disturbance” in hybridization of carbon atoms would affect the ratio of D band and G band peak intensities, $I_D/I_G$. The ratio of 2D band and G band peak, $I_{2D}/I_G$, is also susceptible to doping, as it generally reduces 2D band intensity. Thus, while $I_{2D}/I_G$ increases with doping, $I_{2D}/I_G$ usually decreases with doping. This behavior is consistent with our Raman spectrum measurements from pristine and fluorine-doped CVD graphene.

To obtain fluorescence lifetime, we utilized the least-squares method to fit the emission decay data to exponential functions. Collected lifetime decays do not follow a mono-exponential law. As a result multi-exponential mathematical models were utilized to fit the emission decay data.$^4$

Figure 16 shows that the measured fluorescence lifetimes consistently follow a bi-exponential damping pattern. The bi-exponential kinetic behavior of the DCM sample in PMMA accords with previous investigations on fluorescence properties of DCM in different solvents and polymer matrices.$^{151}$ Weighted averages of decay time for bare
glass coated with DCM-PMMA solution is 2.38ns, which is in satisfactory agreement with published results. The average lifetimes for fluorine-doped CVD graphene and pristine CVD graphene are 1.59ns and 2.03ns, respectively.

Figure 16 Fluorescence lifetime measurements of DCM dye-polymer layer over bare glass, doped graphene, and pristine graphene substrates.

The degree of fluorescence quenching of the DCM dye is revealed by the decrease in the fluorescence lifetime of samples from dye-coated doped graphene to dye-coated pristine graphene, as the lifetime of the doped graphene sample has increased by 28% over the lifetime of the pristine graphene sample. This reflects the compromise in quenching power of graphene that is caused by fluorine doping. Expectedly, the measured lifetime decays demonstrate an incremental trend from dyed pristine graphene to dyed doped graphene, and finally to dyed bare glass.
3.4 Conclusion

In the first part of this work, we have introduced a large-scale metrology method for measuring the thickness and uniformity of entire CVD graphene samples. This method utilizes FQM to increase the contrast between the graphene layers and the substrate and histogram-based segmentation to identify the graphene layers. Unlike methods based on color contrast created using a Si/SiO$_2$ substrate, this method does not require calibration but is consistent across different samples and microscopes. The contrast ranges for different graphene layers depends on the dye thickness. In this study, we utilized a dye thickness optimized for few-layer graphene. It is easy to see that this method can be extended to thicker graphene samples by increasing the thickness of the dye layer.

Utilizing the large-scale metrology method described in this work, we have evaluated the effect of different transfer methods. We found that adding a drop of acetone to the sample to dissolve the PMMA layer before dipping the sample in acetone yields graphene samples that are of similar quality to samples where a drop of liquid PMMA was added. Both methods improved the quality of the graphene compared to the basic transfer technique, in which the sample is immediately soaked acetone. Comparing small-scale images of the different graphene samples revealed that these images do not adequately describe the samples and can lead to incorrect conclusions about the quality of the CVD graphene samples.

In the second part of this work, we augment FQM with the ability to accurately visualize doped regions in CVD graphene sheets. First, we successfully show the
functionality of large-scale FQM in mapping of fluorine-doped regions in graphene sheets. To determine the method’s resolution and scalability strength, we increase the complexity of the doping pattern and successfully reproduce the mapping results. Next, we perform a comparative investigation on steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence parameters of dye coated graphene, fluorinated graphene, and bare glass as control sample. The fluorometry results support the increasing trend observed in quenching level of DCM dye, from control sample to doped graphene to pristine graphene. Finally we improve our image processing technique by employing Gaussian fitting to determine the contrast regions corresponding to graphene regions.

This work introduces a new method for graphene quantification that can quickly and easily identify graphene layers and visualize chemical doping in a large area on arbitrary substrates. This metrology technique is well-suited for many industrial applications due to its repeatability and flexibility.
4 Near-Field Optical Metrology of Cultured Human Cells with Iron Oxide Nanoparticles

4.1 Introduction

Nanomedicine, the application of nanotechnology to treat and diagnose diseases, promises a revolution of medical drug delivery through engineered nanoparticles. The use of nanoparticles to deliver drugs can reduce the amount of the drug that must be administered to reach treatment dosage in target cells and also reduce collateral dosage of surrounding non-target cells.\(^{152}\) This is achieved by optimizing the characteristics of the nanoparticles, such as size, shape, and surface properties, to maximize their uptake and selectivity. Selectivity, the ability to have a sufficient concentration infiltrate the target cell while avoiding surrounding non-target cells, is an important parameter that determines the efficacy of nanoparticles for drug delivery. Selectivity is best determined by incubating nanoparticles with target and non-target cells and measuring their uptake. Therefore, an important step in the development of nanoparticles for nanomedicine is the detection of nanoparticles within cells. Due to the small size of nanoparticles and relatively large size of cells, detection is difficult with conventional imaging methods. However, because of its excellent optical resolution and sensitivity to scattering, SNOM shows great potential for detecting nanoparticles within cells, thus giving nanomedicine the feedback it needs to develop optimized drug delivery nanoparticles.
SNOM provides essential imaging capabilities that are not available with other imaging methods. The most widely used detection methods are confocal microscopy, flow cytometry, and TEM. All of these methods require compromises that keep them from building a complete and accurate picture. TEM requires that the sample thickness be much smaller than 1µm; therefore, it requires extensive sample preparation and can only image cell cross-sections. Confocal microscopy and flow cytometry overcome the ~250nm optical resolution diffraction limit by requiring that fluorescence labels be attached to the nanoparticles. Although this method allows for detection of nanoparticles anywhere inside the cell, the fluorescence labels change the surface properties and size of the nanoparticles under study, potentially altering the interaction between the nanoparticle and the cell. In contrast, by retaining the high-resolution optical information carried by evanescent waves that decay quickly and are only present when the source or detector are within nanometers of the sample, SNOM is capable of building a picture that is both accurate and complete. When light is transmitted through the cell from the SNOM probe to the detector, high-resolution optical images can be obtained. These images allow for identification of the nanoparticles through their unique optical properties. SNOM has been used to image a wide variety of biological samples including entire cells,\textsuperscript{153,154} cell membrane domains,\textsuperscript{155,156} and individual molecules,\textsuperscript{157} but the technique has not yet been applied to imaging nanoparticles within cells.

The goal of this work is to extend the capabilities of SNOM to identifying iron oxide nanoparticles in cultured human cells using only their intrinsic optical contrast. For this study, our model system was cultured human breast normal (MCF-10A) and carcinoma
(MCF-7) cells incubated with unaltered magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (\(\gamma\)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\)) and F3 peptide-conjugated iron oxide nanoparticles (Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\)) labeled with fluorescent tags. To image the cells, we set up our SNOM to illuminate the top of the sample with light emitted from the SNOM probe and detect the transmitted light with a 50x (NA 0.45) collection objective.

### 4.1.1 Scanning Near-field Optical Microscope

Our SNOM system consists of a MV-1000 scanner head (Nanonics Imaging, Jerusalem, Israel) mounted on the stage of a dual-head microscope (BXFM, Olympus, Japan). The entire microscope system is housed in a custom metal enclosure to eliminate optical noise from the environment and is set on a vibration-isolation table (63-562, Technical Manufacturing Corporation, Peabody, Massachusetts). This system can implement both aperture-SNOM and apertureless-SNOM. Because a large portion of photons interacting with a sample are scattered elastically, we do not require the signal enhancement offered by apertureless-SNOM. Therefore, to minimize the complexity of the SNOM setup and facilitate interpretation of the SNOM signal, we utilize aperture-SNOM imaging.

Light generated at 457nm, 488nm, or 514nm by an argon ion laser (150MSelect, Laser Physics, West Jordan, UT) is coupled into multimode fiber-optic cable (core diameter 50nm), confined in a bent, Au/Cr-coated SNOM probe (Nanonics Imaging) and emitted from a 50nm, 100nm, or 150nm aperture. The probe is scanned over the surface of the sample while the aperture is kept within nanometers of the surface by tapping-
mode, normal-atomic-force optical feedback control. An x,y,z scanner at the bottom of
the SNOM head scans the sample under the tip and adjusts the sample height so the tip
traces the surface.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Nanoparticle Synthesis

F3 peptide-conjugated dextran-coated iron oxide nanoparticles (Fe₃O₄) were
synthesized using a protocol described previously. Briefly, FeCl₃ • 6H₂O and FeCl₂ •
4H₂O were mixed with dextran (Sigma) in Millipore water. Concentrated aqueous
ammonia was added dropwise under vigorous stirring and a steady purge of nitrogen. The
solution was then heated at ~70°C for 1 hour and purified. Next, the iron oxide colloid
was cross-linked with epichlorohydrin (Sigma) in aqueous NaOH solution for 24 hours.
The colloidal solution was then dialyzed against water for 24 hours and filtered through a
0.1-mm-pore-diameter membrane (Millipore). Particles were separated in a magnetic cell
sorting (MACS) midi column (Miltenyi Biotec). Small particles that passed through the
magnetic column were collected, functionalized with amines by mixing with aqueous
ammonia at room temperature for 48 hours, and rinsed with the desalting column (GE
healthcare). The F3 peptide (KDEPQRRSARLSAKPAPPKPEPKPK-KAPAKK) with
cysteine residue added for conjugation and FITC label was synthesized and conjugated to
the aminated particles via the short crosslinker Sulfo-SMCC (Pierce). The resulting
nanoparticles were described and characterized previously. Five to ten iron oxide
nanoparticles form the core of the nanoparticle, with dextran coating the core, and FITC-
labeled F3-conjugated peptide attaching to the dextran. The particle size, determined from SEM imaging, is 50nm while the iron oxide core is approximately 20nm.\textsuperscript{158}

Magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (\(\gamma-\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3\)) were used as-purchased from Alfa Aesar. The average diameter for these nanoparticles is 30nm.

### 4.2.2 Cell Culturing

Human breast epithelial cancer (MCF-7) and normal (MCF-10A) cells were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD). These cells were grown on thin borosilicate-glass coverslips (Marienfeld GmbH & Co KG, Lauda-Königshofen, Germany) in cell culture medium in an incubator cabinet that maintained a fixed temperature at 37°C and a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO\(_2\). MCF-7 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 5% penicillin streptomycin glutamine, and 5% sodium pyruvate. MCF-10A cells were cultured in Mammary Epithelial Cell Medium supplemented with 100ng/mL cholera toxin. Once the cells reached the desired confluence (~30%), they were incubated with the nanoparticles.

### 4.2.3 Cell/Nanoparticle Incubation

For fluorescence-labeled nanoparticles studies, MCF-7 cells were incubated with 40µg/mL F3 peptide-conjugated iron oxide nanoparticles for 30 minutes in the incubation hood. After incubation, cells were washed three times with 1x Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS) and then fixed with 1% formaldehyde for 30 minutes at room temperature. Zeta-potential and confocal microscopy measurements have found that by
30 minutes the MCF-7 cells have already internalized the F3 peptide-conjugated iron oxide nanoparticles. Uptake is thought to occur through nucleolin, which binds to F3, acts as a shuttle protein between the membrane, cytoplasm, and nucleus, and is over-expressed on the MCF-7 cell surface.\textsuperscript{158}

For unlabeled magnetic nanoparticle studies, MCF-10A cells were incubated with 50µg/mL magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles for 24 hours. The uptake behavior of these nanoparticles with MCF-10A cells has been studied previously. TEM imaging revealed successful uptake after 24 hours through vesicle formation. A large number of nanoparticles were agglomerated in the vesicles, which were 1-3µm in size.\textsuperscript{159}

### 4.2.4 Image Processing

SNOM images were collected using Quartz Software (Cavendish Instruments Ltd.), which is bundled with the MV-1000 scanner. Images were converted to matrices using WSxM 4.0 Develop 11.2.\textsuperscript{160} These matrices were imported to Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) for display and processing.

To calculate the absorption coefficient image, we rearrange the Lambert law for optical absorbance to solve for the position-dependent absorption coefficient, \( \alpha(x,y) \)

\[
\alpha(x,y) = \frac{\log \left( \frac{I_{\text{max}}}{I(x,y)} \right)}{z(x,y)}
\]  

(43)

where \( I_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum measured intensity from light passing through the glass, \( I(x,y) \) is the measured near-field transmitted light, and \( z(x,y) \) is the measured topography.\textsuperscript{161}
The surface angle image was calculated in two steps. First, we calculated the derivatives of the topography image in the $x$- and $y$-directions, $F_x$ and $F_y$, respectively, then filtered these images using the lowpass filter, $h$, given by

$$ h = \frac{1}{16} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1.5 & 1 \\ 1.5 & 2.25 & 1.5 \\ 1 & 1.5 & 1 \end{bmatrix} $$

(44)

The surface angle image, $S_{angle}$, was calculated from the lowpass-filtered topography derivative values, $hF_x(x,y)$ and $hF_y(x,y)$ according to

$$ X_{angle}(x,y) = \tan^{-1}(hF_x(x,y)) $$

(45)

$$ Y_{angle}(x,y) = \tan^{-1}(hF_y(x,y)) $$

(46)

$$ S_{angle}(x,y) = |X_{angle}(x,y)| + |Y_{angle}(x,y)| $$

(47)

### 4.3 Results

#### 4.3.1 SNOM Transmission Imaging of Human Cells

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate high-resolution, near-field imaging of biological cells and determine the cause of optical contrast in the transmitted near-field image. Optical contrast in near-field imaging of samples with large topographic variations is not necessarily caused by the optical properties of the sample. Because evanescent waves decay exponentially with distance between the probe and sample, the variation in tip-sample separation that results when the tip is scanned over a surface
induces an optical signal in the near-field image. This optical signal is independent of the optical properties of the sample and therefore represents an artifact. The artifact in the recorded optical signal due to topography is represented by

\[ \frac{\partial S_{NFO}}{\partial z} \right|_2 \cdot \partial z \]  

where \( S_{NFO} \) is the actual near-field optical signal and \( z \) is the height.\(^{21}\) Therefore, a steep surface slope may cause modulation of the optical signal that is not related to the sample optical properties. To verify the high-resolution imaging capability of our system, which utilizes a bent SNOM probe and normal force feedback, and study the cause of optical contrast in the near-field image, we collected optical transmission images of cultured human breast cells using both constant-gap scanning and constant-height scanning.

Constant-gap scanning is performed with tip feedback engaged and is utilized in SNOM to achieve near-field imaging. Constant-height scanning is performed with the height control disengaged; the height of the tip and sample remain constant. In our experimental setup, the tip aperture was used as the light source in both constant-height and constant-gap imaging. Constant-height scanning requires that the tip be retracted to the maximum height of the sample to avoid collision between the tip and sample. In this experiment, the maximum height of the cell is 17.5µm. Therefore, constant-height scanning produces far-field optical images because the cell surface is outside of the near-field imaging region. Like other far-field imaging techniques, constant-height scanning images are free from near-field topographic artifacts and are also diffraction-limited by
the numerical aperture of the imaging objective (0.45 for this study). Theoretically, aperture-SNOM should not allow far-field imaging because all far-field light is confined within the probe. However, scattering by features on the SNOM probe can cause a small percentage of the near-field light to be transformed into far-field light. In this study, a SNOM probe with a 100nm aperture was used and the wavelength of the excitation and detection light was 488nm. Near-field light transmitted through the cell was detected. The resulting images (Figure 17) show high correlation between the constant-gap and constant-height images, while the constant-gap image is higher-resolution than the constant-height image. The increased resolution in the constant-gap image verifies that we successfully achieve high-resolution near-field imaging of thick biological samples. Line profiles (Figure 17d) show that the darker regions in the near-field light correspond to large changes in topography. Therefore, it is possible that the attenuation of light in these regions is caused by topographic artifacts. However, these dark regions are also present in the far-field light, which is immune to the effect of topographic artifacts. Therefore, we conclude that these regions represent effects of the optical properties of the sample and the near-field transmitted signal is free from topographic artifacts.
Figure 17 SNOM topography (a), constant-gap near-field (b) and constant-height far-field transmitted light (c) images. Maximum height in the topography image is 17.5µm. Profiles along the black lines are shown in (d) with the height profile on the bottom and the light intensity profiles on the top. Thick black line represents constant-gap near-field light and grey line represents constant-height far-field light. SNOM images collected at a resolution of 159nm\(^2\) per pixel with a 100nm aperture and 488nm light wavelength. Scale bar, 5µm.

There are two possible causes of light attenuation in the darker regions of the transmitted near-field and far-field images. One possible cause is absorption by the membrane. At the cell boundaries, the membrane cross-section is thickest and therefore its effect is greater. The other possible cause for transmitted light attenuation is spectral refraction due to the surface angles. To identify the cause of the contrast, we calculated the surface angle image and the absorption coefficient image from the topography and constant-gap images (see Methods section). Comparing the resulting images (Figure 18) to the transmitted light images (Figure 17b-c) reveals that both the surface angle and
absorption images resemble the transmitted near-field and far-field light images. Therefore, neither optical phenomenon can fully account for the light attenuation. Instead, the attenuation is due to a combination of the two effects.

Figure 18 Surface angle (a) and absorption coefficient (b) images calculated from SNOM constant-gap near-field transmission and topography measurements.

4.3.2 SNOM Transmission Imaging of Unlabeled Nanoparticles

To determine the contrast that iron oxide nanoparticles provide with near-field transmission imaging, we imaged unlabeled magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles dried on a glass substrate. In this study, a SNOM probe with a 50nm aperture was used to increase the resolution of the near-field optical measurement. The wavelength of the excitation and detection light was 488nm. Near-field light transmitted through the sample was detected. The unlabeled magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles were diluted with purified deionized water to a concentration of 15.7\(\mu\)g/mL and sonicated for 5 minutes. Agglomeration of the particles was unavoidable because the surface charge density on the uncoated iron-oxide nanoparticles is low. Therefore the electrostatic repulsion is not sufficient to prevent agglomeration and agglomerates consisting of tens of nanoparticles are formed.\(^{162}\) Our collected SNOM images (Figure 19) reveal iron oxide nanoparticle
agglomerates that look like bright spots surrounded by dark rings in the transmitted near-field light. These bright spots are approximately 300nm-wide, as measured in the transmission profile, which is in agreement with an agglomerate of ten nanoparticles.

![Figure 19](image)

**Figure 19** SNOM topography (a) and transmitted near-field light images of iron oxide nanoparticles immobilized on a glass substrate. Maximum height in the topography image is 513nm. Profiles along the black lines are shown together in (c). SNOM images collected at a resolution of 29nm² per pixel using a 50nm aperture and 488nm light wavelength. Scale bar, 1µm

### 4.3.3 Detecting FITC-Labeled Nanoparticles in MCF-7 Cells

Once we determined image formation in SNOM imaging of cells, we were prepared to detect FITC-labeled iron oxide nanoparticles in the MCF-7 cells. In this study, a 150nm aperture SNOM probe was used and near-field light that was transmitted through the sample was detected. For both fluorescence and transmission images, the excitation wavelength was 488nm. In transmission images, a narrow band-pass filter was used to isolate 488nm as the detection wavelength. In fluorescence images, all 488nm-
wavelength light was blocked by a narrow notch filter and all the light wavelengths were detected excluding 488nm and wavelengths longer than 650nm (to exclude optical AFM feedback). Fluorescence and transmitted near-field light images of the MCF-7 cells with the FITC-labeled iron oxide nanoparticles are shown in Figure 20. Bright regions in the fluorescence image are at the edges of the cell, indicating that the iron oxide nanoparticles are located mostly at the edges of the cell. This finding is in agreement with confocal imaging, which found most iron oxide nanoparticles near the membrane of the cell when incubated for 30 minutes, the incubation time used for this study. Thus, we conclude that nanoparticles can be identified in biological cells using our SNOM system. Comparing the fluorescence and transmitted near-field images reveals that the bright regions are correlated. This indicates that the iron oxide nanoparticles can be identified in the cells without fluorescence labels by increased transmission compared to the surrounding cell and substrate. We propose this increase in transmitted light is due to an increase in scattering of the incident near-field light by the small (~20nm diameter) iron oxide core of the F3-conjugated nanoparticles. In SNOM, scattering of evanescent waves is required to convert them into propagating waves that reach the detector. Therefore, forward scattering by small particles increases the intensity of light reaching the detector.

The fluorescence and transmitted near-field light images in Figure 20 also provide new insight into image formation with transmission SNOM imaging of cells. The dark regions in the near-field images are somewhat correlated, although the transmission image shows more dark regions than the fluorescence image. Although fluorescence is predominantly an isotropic phenomenon, spectral refraction is directional. Therefore,
spectral refraction only affects the transmission image. Thus absorption by the cell membrane is responsible for the dark regions that are seen in the fluorescence image while spectral reflection is responsible for the additional dark regions in the transmission image.

Figure 20 SNOM topography (a) and near-field transmitted (b) and fluorescence optical (c) images of MCF-7 cells containing FITC-labeled iron oxide nanoparticles. Maximum height in the topography image is 16µm. Profiles along the black lines are shown in (d) with the height profile on the bottom and the light intensity profiles on the top. The thick black line represents fluorescence and the grey line represents transmitted light. SNOM images collected at a resolution of 71.5nm² per pixel. Scale bar, 4µm.

4.3.4 Detecting Unlabeled Nanoparticles in MCF-10A Cells

The ultimate goal of SNOM imaging of cells and nanoparticles is label-free detection of the nanoparticles within the cells to provide feedback for nanoparticle design and synthesis. A 50nm-aperture SNOM probe was used in this study to provide the maximum
imaging resolution and the imaging wavelength was 488nm. Figure 21 shows simultaneous topography (Figure 21a) and transmitted near-field (Figure 21b) images of MCF-10A cells incubated with unlabeled magnetic iron oxide particles for 24 hours. Regions A and B show interesting features in the near-field transmission image, dark circles surrounded by bright rings. These features are not present in images of cells without nanoparticles (Figure 17). Comparing the topography and near-field transmission images in these regions, we find that these features are not correlated to any topographic features, ruling out the possibility that topographic artifacts are the cause of the contrast. Therefore, we conclude these features are caused by unlabeled iron oxide nanoparticles taken into the cell. The approximate diameter of the dark regions of 800nm, while the diameter of the dark regions and bright rings is approximately 1.5-3µm. TEM imaging of iron oxide nanoparticles within MCF-10A cells indicates that large agglomerations of the nanoparticles are formed within 1-3µm vesicles during the uptake process. These large agglomerations would tend to absorb or back-scatter light at the center, as opposed to the forward scattering of dispersed nanoparticles. This phenomenon explains why unlabeled nanoparticles within the cell are identified as bright regions with a dark spot in the middle, as compared to unlabeled nanoparticles isolated on a substrate (Figure 19), which are identified as bright regions.
4.4 Conclusion

In this work, we have demonstrated successful high-resolution SNOM transmission imaging of cultured cells and shown that the SNOM transmission image is free from topographic artifacts. Attenuation in the transmitted near-field and far-field light is caused by increased absorption of the light in the membrane cross-section at the cell edges and spectral refraction due to surface angle. Further, we have described the scattering contrast of iron oxide nanoparticles incubated with cells. By detecting the signal from fluorescence labels attached to the nanoparticles and comparing it to the near-field transmitted light, we have discovered that F3-conjugated dextran-coated iron oxide nanoparticles near the MCF-7 cell membrane can be detected by looking for regions which are brighter than the surrounding cell. High-resolution SNOM imaging of MCF-10A cells incubated with unlabeled, unmodified iron oxide nanoparticles found that iron oxide nanoparticles were identified as bright regions with a dark center. This dark center is due to back-scattering and absorption in the center of the large nanoparticle.

Figure 21 SNOM topography (a) and transmission optical images (b) of MCF-10A cells incubated with magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles for 24 hours. SNOM images collected using a 50nm aperture and 488nm light wavelength. Maximum height in the topography image is 829nm.
agglomeration in the vesicle, formed during the cellular uptake process. This indicates that, while iron oxide nanoparticles can always be identified near the cell surface by bright spots in the SNOM transmission image, large nanoparticle agglomerations will also have dark centers. Therefore, label-free detection of iron oxide nanoparticles in cell requires some knowledge about the dimensionality of the iron oxide formation within the cell.

In this study, we have shown that SNOM can be used to identify iron oxide nanoparticles based on transmission, therefore demonstrating the ability of SNOM to detect iron oxide nanoparticles near the membrane of a cell without requiring any additional labels. This study expands the capabilities of SNOM by developing the abilities to image thick biological samples and to detect inorganic nanoparticles within organic cells. This work also contributes to nanomedicine by introducing SNOM as new powerful tool for studying the efficacy of drug delivery nanoparticles in terms of uptake and selectivity.
5 Near-Field Optical Metrology of Human Tissue

5.1 Introduction

The use of histological stains to study tissue has been practiced for over 200 years. Histological stains are the foundation upon which much of our knowledge of cell biology and histology has been built and are the primary method for tissue diagnostics today. However, over the past 150 years there have been incredible developments in diagnostic imaging technology that introduce the possibility of tissue diagnostics without requiring histological stains or other tissue labels. The benefits of label-free tissue diagnostics justify the study of the intrinsic properties of tissue. The processing required to stain tissue for diagnosis introduces artifacts (e.g. shrinking and tearing) and takes a long time. In many clinical settings, conclusive pathologic diagnosis of tissue is postponed for days due to the time required for tissue processing. This delay means that another surgery is required if a positive margin (cancer cells on the outside edge of the excised tissue) is found in pathologic evaluation. In breast conservation surgeries, positive margins are found in as many as 20%-55% cases.\textsuperscript{163} Frozen section analysis (FSA) is currently the only rapid-processing method available with the capability of reporting pathologic diagnosis while a surgery is still ongoing. Because of its capability to reduce additional operations, FSA is widely used in pathologic evaluation of surgical resection margins. However, this method suffers from inaccuracies due to processing artifacts and
inconsistent staining, limiting its sensitivity to 78%-91%. Because label-free tissue diagnostics requires no tissue processing, the tissue sample contains no artifacts and can be studied immediately. Additionally, by removing the need for the labels themselves, label-free tissue diagnostics is cheaper and more sustainable. Hematoxylin is a natural stain that is used in the Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) tissue-staining protocol that is the gold standard for pathologic diagnosis. Because Hematoxylin is obtained from logwood trees, a limited natural resource, its availability and price vary drastically. Between 2007 and 2008, the price of Hematoxylin quadrupled due to insufficient supply and increasing demand, causing pathology laboratories and stain manufacturers to search for alternatives. Although the shortage only applies to Hematoxylin currently, all other histological stains are also vulnerable to shortage. Therefore, label-free diagnostics is a desired way to ensure a cost-effective method that does not depend on limited natural resources and therefore is sustainable well into the future.

Label-free tissue diagnostics is divided into three major research fields: vibrational spectroscopy, light scattering microscopy, and autofluorescence microscopy. Light scattering microscopy measures variations in the index of refraction and morphology of the tissue by detecting elastically scattered light. Autofluorescence microscopy detects endogenous fluorophores which are located primarily in the mitochondria, lysosomes, and extracellular matrix. The two major vibrational spectroscopy techniques are Raman and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. While both of these techniques measure the vibrational modes of biomolecules, they differ significantly. FTIR spectroscopy measures the absorption spectrum of tissue by irradiating the sample
with light at multiple wavelengths and measuring the light absorption. Raman spectroscopy is performed by irradiating the sample with monochromatic light and measuring the wavelength offset of inelastically scattered light. In this work, we focus on light scattering microscopy for label-free diagnostics.

Label-free tissue diagnostics requires detailed knowledge about the intrinsic optical properties of tissue. Many studies have been performed on the scattering of light from cells, both theoretical\textsuperscript{168–170} and experimental.\textsuperscript{171–176} These studies focus on the effects of the internal morphology of the cells and variations in refractive indices on light scattering. However, it has been demonstrated that surface morphology greatly affects scattering from the sample.\textsuperscript{177,178} Because surface structure can change between different samples of the same tissue, it is necessary to measure the surface structure as well as optical scattering to extract the intrinsic optical properties of tissue.

SNOM is uniquely capable of illuminating the relationship between topography and scattering from tissue. In Table 3, SNOM is compared the methods commonly used to study tissue. While confocal microscopy can measure optical reflection and transmission through the sample, it cannot measure surface structure. Conversely, while AFM can measure the sample topography, it cannot measure the optical properties of the sample. SEM measures topography qualitatively by indicating differences in surface structure but cannot measure actual height and is subject to imaging artifacts, such as electron leakage at edges.\textsuperscript{179} Although SEM is capable of resolving very small features, it requires the
tissue to be evenly coated with metal and cannot provide any optical information. Only SNOM measures both the optical properties and topography of the sample.\textsuperscript{180}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Comparison of tissue imaging methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measures Optical Reflection/Transmission (resolution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-optical SNOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confocal Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The goal this work is to develop SNOM for measuring the intrinsic optical properties of tissue to contribute to label-free tissue diagnostics. We develop and characterize a novel dual-optical SNOM system and utilize it to study the intrinsic optical properties of human breast epithelial tissue at different hydration states. Specifically, we investigate the effect of surface structure and index of refraction on the scattering of light. Next, we quantify image formation in reflection SNOM through modeling and theoretical analysis to provide the foundation for more sensitive SNOM measurements of tissue optical properties in future label-free diagnostics applications.

5.1.1 Dual-Optical SNOM

Our custom SNOM simultaneously records the transmitted and reflected light as well as the measured sample topography. Dual transmission and reflection imaging has been demonstrated in other SNOM systems in the past,\textsuperscript{181–183} but this is the very first system where the optical images are recorded simultaneously and analyzed jointly to extract
information about the optical properties of the sample. By comparing SNOM reflection and SNOM transmission images from sequential scans, Kim et. al. were able to extract information from the sample that could not have been detected by just reflection or transmission alone, demonstrating the compounding power of combining SNOM reflection information with SNOM transmission information.\textsuperscript{184} Because our system collects these signals simultaneously, we improve upon sequential imaging by removing the position shift that can occur between sequential images and ensuring that the exact same scanning parameters (e.g. tip path) are used with both images. Another benefit of dual-optical SNOM imaging is that it collects both transmission and reflection information in half the time required for a sequential system. Because the time required to obtain one set of information can be well over 1 hour, depending on the scan size and speed, this time reduction greatly improves the efficiency of the SNOM technique. For this study, the optical setup is the same for both the reflection and transmission imaging paths, ensuring extremely high correlation between the experimental parameters used to collect the two optical images.

5.1.2 Scattering in Image Formation

Unlike far-field imaging techniques, near-field imaging is sensitive to only the permittivity of the sample, not the index of refraction.\textsuperscript{2} When the permittivity of the surface increases, scattering of the near-field light also increases, resulting in an increase of the far-field intensity collected by the imaging optics.\textsuperscript{185} This dependence on scattering to turn near-field light into propagating light causes near-field imaging to be very sensitive to scattering. Once the near-field light is transformed into far-field light, it
becomes sensitive to index of refraction. In thick samples, transmitted near-field light is transformed into far-field light, which is sensitive to the index of refraction. Reflection occurs at the sample surface so only near-field light forms the reflection image regardless of the sample thickness. Therefore, reflected near-field light measures the permittivity of the sample surface, while transmitted near-field light measures the index of refraction of the sample. The index of refraction depends on the relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r$ and relative permeability $\mu_r$,

$$n = \sqrt{\varepsilon_r \mu_r}. \quad (49)$$

We assume that the relative permeability does not change in our sample at our imaging wavelength, 488nm. Therefore, the near-field reflection and transmission image formation caused by intrinsic optical properties of the sample is due to variations in the refractive index at the surface (reflection) and throughout (transmission) the sample. Increased index of refraction results in increased collected far-field light intensity.

### 5.1.3 Optical Properties of Tissue

As light passes through tissue and cells, it interacts with the scattering components of the cell or tissue. These components either scatter light because of their refractive index or because of their morphology. The scattering components of the cell and their refractive indices and dimensions are given in Figure 22 and Table 4.
Figure 22 Scattering components of the cell. (1) Nucleus (2) Mitochondria (3) Cytoplasm (4) Membrane

Table 4 Refractive indices and dimensions of scattering components of the cell

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refractive Index</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nucleus</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mitochondria</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cytoplasm</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Membrane</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.4 Custom Dual-optical SNOM System

To achieve simultaneous acquisition of the reflected and transmitted near-field light, we customized our SNOM system. In our custom dual-optical SNOM, near-field light that has been transformed into far-field light through interactions with the sample is detected by the reflection and transmission optics in the microscope heads (Figure 23). Both microscope heads are equipped with 50x long working-distance objectives (N.A. 0.45), identical filter sets, and similar avalanche-photo diode detectors. The inverted microscope head (transmission optics) uses an Olympus SLMPLN50X objective and the upright microscope head (reflection optics) objective is a Nikon Japan L Plan SLWD. The filter sets each contain two 600nm short-pass filters (Andover 600FL07-25) to block the atomic-force feedback laser and a 488nm narrow-bandpass filter (Semrock LL01-
to remove autofluorescence from the tissue and fixative. A schematic of the entire custom dual-optical SNOM system is shown in Figure 24.

In most aperture-SNOM setups, the plane of the aperture is horizontal. However, in our setup, the plane of the aperture is at an angle, approximately 20-23° from horizontal (Figure 25a). This angled geometry allows us to measure the axial reflection from the sample and also uniquely allows us to predict topographic artifacts in our near-field images. The theoretical height (Figure 25b) and optical topographic artifact signals (Figure 25c) for our angled tip differ from those obtained with a standard horizontal tip. The asymmetric topographic artifact produced by our tip is at a higher resolution than the surface geometry and is a different shape than the sample geometry. Therefore, this artifact is easier to identify than the artifact produced by a flat tip, which is approximately the same resolution as the sample surface and has a shape similar to the sample geometry.

Images of a calibration sample taken with our custom dual-optical SNOM (Figure 26) show that the reflection signal exhibits features caused by topography variations in the sample surface (peaks and valleys at the rising and falling trough walls). These topographic artifacts are not present in the transmission image. Therefore, we expect topography artifacts to affect only reflection image formation.
Figure 23 Schematic of the optical collection path of our dual-optical SNOM.

Figure 24 Schematic of our dual-optical SNOM system in aperture-SNOM setup.
Figure 25 Angled SNOM tip geometry (a). Tip scanning profile (b) for a horizontal tip (dashed line) and our angled tip (solid line) over a 1µm-tall feature. The near-field illumination (c) caused by variation in tip-sample gap.

Figure 26 Simultaneous topography (a), near-field transmitted light (b), and near-field reflected light (c) images of a calibration sample taken with our custom dual-imaging SNOM. Scale bar, 3µm. The calibration sample is a metallic mask on a quartz substrate. The line profiles of the three simultaneous images were obtained along the white lines shown in the 2D images. Black vertical lines in the line profiles (d) denote regions correlating to surface trench walls.
5.1.5 Effect of 3D Topography on Image Formation in Reflection

**SNOM of Tissue**

As the SNOM probe scans the surface, different regions of the tip touch the surface due to variations in the surface angle (Figure 27). This leads to a convolved surface that does not exactly match the original surface, with the geometry of the tip greatly affecting the convolved profile. The intensity of near-field light leaving the aperture is approximately uniform in all directions (limited to the half-sphere below the plane of the aperture) but decays rapidly with distance from the aperture. Therefore, the amount of near-field light coupled into the surface is determined by the minimum distance between the aperture and surface, or smallest radius of the half-sphere that represents the emitted light which reaches the surface. Variation in the aperture-surface distance leads to variation in the intensity of light coupled into the sample surface. This modulation of the intensity of near-field light interacting with the surface can easily be mistaken as contrast caused by the optical properties of the sample.
Figure 27 Diagram showing SNOM tip scanning a surface with large topography variations and resulting aperture-surface distance (blue half-circles). In position 1, the tip touches the surface near the aperture, resulting in extremely short aperture-surface distance. In position 2, the leading edge of the tip is touching the surface, resulting in an aperture-surface distance shorter than the distance from the center of the aperture to the edge of the tip. In position 3, the tip touches the surface at the bottom plane of the tip, resulting in a large aperture-surface distance.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Human Breast Tissue Acquisition

We collected tissue samples from breast tissue removed during a breast-reduction surgery of an anonymous patient at Loma Linda University Medical Center. The tissue was stored in neutral-buffered 10% formalin (575A-40, Medical Chemical Corporation, Torrance, CA) before the samples were collected. We cut a small specimen from a region of the breast tissue that contained mostly epithelial tissue, embedded the specimen in FSC22 frozen section compound, froze to -32°C, and cut into 5-µm-thick-sections using a cryostat-microtome. We mounted the sections onto prepared coverslips and stored them in formalin at room temperature.

The coverslips used were No. 1 (130-160µm thickness) borosilicate-glass (0111560, Marienfeld GmbH & Co.KG, Lauda-Königshofen, Germany) and we prepared them by soaking them in 1M hydrochloric acid at 80°C for 5 minutes, rinsing with deionized (DI)
water then sonicating in DI water (2 changes), 70% ethanol, and 95% ethanol for 5 minutes each. To coat the coverslips, we soaked them in 1mg/mL poly-L-lisine (P4707, Sigma, St. Louis, MO), covered the container, and agitated the container for 30 minutes at room temperature. Finally, we removed the coverslips from the liquid, rinsed them with DI water (10 changes), let them air-dry in a sterile tissue culture hood, and stored them in a sealed container. All water used in this protocol was purified with a Milli-Q A10 purifier (Millipore, Billerica, MA).

To prepare the desiccated tissue sample, we removed the tissue from the formalin and allowed it to sit in a sealed container for over a week before imaging. After SNOM imaging, we collected unlabeled brightfield transmission images in an Eclipse E600 microscope (Nikon, Melville, New York) using a 50x objective (Nikon) and a digital camera (Spot RT, Diagnostics Instruments, Inc., Sterling Heights, MI). Attempts to stain the tissue with H&E were unsuccessful because the stains did not show adequate differentiation between the nuclei and the cytoplasm and the tissue structure was altered severely in the staining process.

For non-desiccated tissue sample imaging, immediately before the tissue was imaged we removed the tissue from the formalin, dipped the tissue in two changes of phosphate buffered saline (D8537, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and then dipped the tissue in DI water. We let the tissue dry for 15 minutes and then began SNOM imaging in air, completing imaging within 1 hour of removing the tissue from the formalin. As soon as SNOM imaging was completed, we stained the sample with Gill No. 2 Hematoxylin
(GHS216, Sigma-Aldrich) and Eosin Y (HT110116, Sigma-Aldrich) and mounted it onto a standard microscope slide. We collected images of the H&E-stained tissue using the same microscope and setup utilized to collect the brightfield images of the desiccated tissue.

The tissue used to quantify image formation in reflection SNOM imaging of tissue was prepared by sputter-coating desiccated tissue with a mixture of gold-palladium (40:60) four times, each time placing a different corner at a 45° angle to the source, for 50 seconds each time.

5.2.2 Image Processing

SNOM images were collected using Quartz Software (Cavendish Instruments Ltd.), which is bundled with the MV-1000 scanner. Images were converted to matrices using WSxM 4.0 Develop 11.2.160 These matrices were imported to Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) for display and processing. Line profiles were created using a custom Matlab script. Using another custom Matlab script, we registered the H&E-stained images to the SNOM images by manually selecting landmarks and calculating the linear transformation of the H&E-stained image.

The mean and variance of the SNOM samples were calculated using standard Matlab functions, which are based on the equations:

\[ x_{mean} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \]  

(50)
5.2.3 Scanning Simulation

To simulate the tip scanning over the sample surface, we developed a custom algorithm using Matlab. In this script, we first defined the bottom edge of the tip then at each calculation point (pixel from the source image), we had the algorithm lower the tip until any point on the tip reached a point on the sample surface. This convolution method has been used before to determine the quality of AFM measurements. The tip geometry is defined as a 150nm-wide aperture with 200nm metal coating, resulting in a tip surface 550nm-wide. The tip is either oriented vertical (tip surface horizontal) or 20° from vertical.

To calculate the smallest aperture-surface distance, we compare the original surface to the convolved surface. The tip-scanning diagram in Figure 27 shows that the x,y-coordinates of the portion of the surface with the smallest aperture-surface distance can be offset from the x,y-coordinates of the aperture. Therefore, for every point in the convolved surface, we measure the distance to the aperture for each point on the original surface within the half-sphere region representing the allowed distribution of light. The minimum distance to the aperture, which is measured as the spherical radius \( r^2 = x^2 + y^2 + z^2 \), is then recorded for that point on the convolved surface.

\[
x_{var} = (x^2)_{mean} - (x_{mean})^2
\]
5.3 Results

5.3.1 Analysis of Light Scattering from Human Tissue

The purpose of this study is to compare near-field reflection, near-field transmission, and topography images collected using our custom dual-optical SNOM to reveal the cause of variation in scattering from human breast epithelial tissue due to dehydration. By comparing simultaneously-acquired topography and optical SNOM images, we separate the effects of morphology from the tissue’s intrinsic optical properties.

5.3.1.1 Desiccated tissue

Simultaneous SNOM images, obtained with a 150nm aperture SNOM probe at 488nm excitation and detection wavelengths, and a brightfield transmission image of the desiccated tissue are shown in Figure 28. SNOM images were collected by mapping the 10.1µm² region into 256x256 pixels with an 8µs dwell time per pixel. The brightfield transmission image (Figure 28d) shows refraction of the broad-spectrum light due to the sample’s surface morphology (Figure 28a). This effect of surface morphology is also shown in the SNOM transmission image (Figure 28b), but with higher resolution. For our system, where λ=488nm and NA=0.45, the far-field resolution limit (Equation 27) is 542nm. The resolution in the SNOM reflection image, measured using full width half maximum (FWHM) as shown in the reflection line profile, is 197nm, just less than 150nm, the theoretical resolution for imaging with a 150nm aperture (Equation 29). This represents a 64% improvement over far-field resolution. However, the resolution in the
SNOM transmission image is only 354nm. This decrease in resolution is due to two phenomena: scattering within the tissue and minimum feature size.

![Figure 28](image)

**Figure 28** Simultaneous topography (a), transmitted near-field light (b), and reflected near-field light (c) along with transmitted brightfield light (d) and scaled reflection (e) images of unlabeled human breast epithelial tissue. The line profile (f) along the white lines in the SNOM images shows resolution using FWHM of reflection and transmission peaks uncorrelated with topography. SNOM images collected at a resolution of 39.4nm² per pixel with an 8μs dwell time per pixel. Scale bar, 2μm.

Because our sample exhibits large topographic variations, it is necessary to address the problem of topographic artifacts. The maximum height variation in the tissue sample is 1.6μm. This requires that the tip be scanned along the surface in constant-gap mode to keep the surface in the near-field region. Constant-gap mode is subject to topographic artifacts due to variations in the gap between the aperture and the sample surface as the tip is scanned over the sample. One way to verify that the constant-gap optical image is not dominated by artifacts is by confirming that variations in the optical image are uncorrelated to topography variations. Line profiles from the SNOM images of desiccated tissue (Figure 28f) show transmission and reflection signals that are uncorrelated with the topography. However, the near-field reflection image (Figure 28c) exhibits intensity peaks that are correlated to valleys and falling slopes (when measured
left to right) in the topography (Figure 28a). The peaks in the falling slopes are exponentially more intense than the peaks in the valleys. Results from multiple scans of the surface where the detector position was changed very slightly show the location of these peaks changing between scans. This phenomenon has been seen experimentally and modeled theoretically for samples exhibiting topographic variations as small as 180nm. It is a topographic artifact arising from variations in the tip-sample gap and indicates a sharp, undamaged scanning tip.\textsuperscript{191} To reduce the effect of these topographic artifacts in the reflection image, we calculate a scaled reflection image using

$$R_{\text{scaled}} = \log(R + 0.1)$$ (52)

where $R$ is the reflection signal, also scaled so that the minimum value is 0 and the maximum value is 1. The logarithmic transform given by Equation 52 decreases contrast at higher intensities and increases contrast at lower intensities. Because the topographic artifacts at the falling slopes are exponentially brighter than the true optical signal, they fall within the higher-intensity region, where contrast is decreased. The true optical signal falls within the lower-intensity region, where contrast is increased. Because this transformation does not invert the contrast in the image, the rule that increased scattering by the sample causes increased image intensity is maintained. Where the topography indicates presence of tissue in the SNOM images of desiccated tissue, the scaled reflected signal (Figure 28e) diminishes. Therefore, we conclude that the scaled reflection image is primarily formed by the true optical signal and the effect of the topographic artifacts at the falling slopes is greatly attenuated compared to the original reflection image.
A 3D representation of the SNOM images (Figure 29b) allows for more detailed evaluation of the effects of topographic artifacts. The white arrows show regions where transmission (ridge, upper arrow) and reflection (valley, lower arrow) deviate from any patterns correlating the optical signals to topography. The transmission signal exhibits peaks where the topography indicates ridges (upper white arrow), at the top of the rising/falling slopes as well as along the flat surface of the ridge. The scaled reflection signal is bright both at the valleys, and partway up the rising and falling slopes (lower white arrow). However, topographic artifacts would cause increased transmission/reflection only at the top of the rising slope. Therefore, artifacts do not dominate our SNOM images of tissue, despite the large topographic variations. Furthermore, the change in index of refraction of the surface is measured even where tip-surface convolution causes the measured topography to deviate from the true sample surface.

Figure 29 Small region from tissue SNOM images. Topography is represented as intensity (a) and as a 3D surface (b). The black arrow in (a) shows the viewing angle for the 3D surface. Scale bar, 1µm. Scaled reflected near-field light is represented on the 3D surface as a color overlay (red) along with transmitted near-field light (green). In the 3D view, the grid shape indicates the surface topography.
5.3.1.2 Non-desiccated tissue

Simultaneous SNOM images of the unstained tissue, obtained with a 150nm aperture SNOM probe at 488nm excitation and detection wavelengths, and brightfield transmission images of the same tissue stained with H&E are shown in Figure 30. SNOM images were collected by mapping the 57.5µm² region into 390x390 pixels with a 7µs dwell time per pixel. The maximum height variation is 3µm. This height variation is double the variation in the desiccated sample, and accordingly the topographic artifacts are more apparent in the reflection image. The effect of these artifacts is not seen in the transmission image (Figure 30b) and is reduced in the scaled reflection image (Figure 30e).

**Figure 30** Simultaneous topography (a), transmitted near-field light (b), and reflected near-field light (c) images of unlabeled human breast epithelial tissue compared to brightfield image of the same region after H&E staining (d) and scaled reflection image (e). SNOM images collected at a resolution of 147.5nm² per pixel with a 7µs dwell time per pixel. Scale bar, 20µm.
5.3.1.3 Discussion

Comparing SNOM images of the desiccated and non-desiccated tissue reveals a contrast inversion between the near-field reflection images. Regions where topography indicates tissue in the non-desiccated sample are brighter than regions corresponding to bare glass. Conversely, darker regions in the reflection image of the desiccated tissue correspond to areas where topography indicates tissue. To determine the effect of internal morphology and refractive indices on the contrast, the glass, cytoplasm, and nuclear regions of the SNOM images must be studied separately. Inspecting the SNOM images of non-desiccated tissue by eye, even when zoomed into a small region and the nuclei are outlined (Figure 31), it is difficult to tell the difference between the nuclei and the rest of the tissue. However, average intensity values calculated from 2.36µm² regions corresponding to glass, cytoplasm, and nuclei (Figure 31d) indicate variations in the reflected and transmitted light from the different regions (Table 5). Because H&E staining of the non-desiccated tissue is not possible, the tissue components cannot be differentiated in the SNOM images. Even so, interesting conclusions can be drawn from average intensity values calculated from 1.18µm² regions corresponding to the substrate and tissue (Table 6). The regions used in the calculations are shown in Figure 32.
Figure 31 Simultaneous SNOM topography (a), transmission (b) and scaled reflection (c) images and brightfield image of the same region after H&E staining (d). Scale bar, 5µm. Nuclei are denoted by black outlines and are portrayed as grey regions in the line profiles (e). Regions used for measuring statistical values are outlined with blue rectangles in H&E-stained image.

Figure 32 Regions used for measuring statistical values of desiccated tissue outlined with blue rectangles over SNOM topography image.
Table 5 Measured statistical values from 2.36µm² regions in SNOM images of non-desiccated tissue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Transmission (mean)</th>
<th>Reflection (mean)</th>
<th>Topography (mean, nm)</th>
<th>Topography (variance, nm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.2619</td>
<td>0.4436</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytoplasm</td>
<td>0.2453</td>
<td>0.5500</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>90825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2301</td>
<td>0.4971</td>
<td>1678</td>
<td>3720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2485</td>
<td>0.5455</td>
<td>1735</td>
<td>6740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleus</td>
<td>0.2883</td>
<td>0.5676</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>18132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2677</td>
<td>0.4857</td>
<td>1807</td>
<td>24648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3070</td>
<td>0.5250</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>39211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 Measured statistical values from 1.18µm² regions in SNOM images of desiccated tissue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Transmission (mean)</th>
<th>Reflection (mean)</th>
<th>Topography (mean, nm)</th>
<th>Topography (variance, nm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.4521</td>
<td>0.5108</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>1586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3252</td>
<td>0.4453</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>1489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4357</td>
<td>0.3563</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>1257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue</td>
<td>0.5577</td>
<td>0.2958</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>4328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.4130</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.2156</strong></td>
<td><strong>990</strong></td>
<td><strong>16992</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5682</td>
<td>0.2323</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>7006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5557</td>
<td>0.1898</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>6480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.4493</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.2579</strong></td>
<td><strong>1086</strong></td>
<td><strong>11571</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.2653</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1015</strong></td>
<td><strong>1258</strong></td>
<td><strong>40677</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scattering in tissue depends on the tissue surface morphology, tissue internal morphology (packing and geometry of small scatterers), and variations in refractive indices. Tissue surface morphology is measured by the topography variance. The mean reflected and transmitted near-field light from the regions measured in the non-desiccated tissue (Table 5) are not related to either the variance of the topography, therefore we conclude that tissue surface morphology does not affect the scattering from the non-desiccated tissue. In the desiccated tissue, the mean near-field transmission does depend on the topography variance for high variance (indicated in bold, Table 6). For low variance, transmission is independent of topography variance. To focus on the effect of refractive indices and internal tissue morphology, the regions where transmission is
dependent on topography variance (bold, Table 6) are excluded from the following discussion.

Average intensity measurements from the non-desiccated tissue (Table 5) indicate that the nucleus and cytoplasm reflect more light than the substrate. However, the indices of refraction of the tissue components (cytoplasm: \( n=1.37 \), nucleus: \( n=1.39 \), membrane: \( n=1.46 \), Table 4) are closer to the index of refraction of the surrounding air (\( n=1.01 \) \cite{24}) than the glass coverslip (\( n=1.52 \), from manufacturer). According to SNOM image formation theory, this should lead to less scattering from the tissue than from the glass. The index of refraction of water (\( n=1.33 \) \cite{24}) is actually closer to the index of refraction of the surrounding air than the tissue components. Therefore, less light would scatter from the water than the tissue, as observed in the SNOM images. We conclude that some of the water used in the rinsing step immediately preceding imaging of the non-desiccated sample was still present on the hydrophilic poly-L-lysine-coated glass slide during imaging. This thin film affects the near-field reflection image, which is sensitive to refractive indices of the surface, but does not affect the near-field transmission image, which is sensitive to refractive indices throughout the depth of the sample.

The results in Table 5 indicate that more light is transmitted through the nucleus than through the glass while less light is transmitted through the cytoplasm. The nucleus and cytoplasm have very similar refractive indices when compared to glass or water. Also, the surface roughness, quantified from the variance of the topography (Table 5), of these regions is very similar. Therefore, this variation in transmission is due to internal
morphology. Scattering in non-desiccated tissue cytoplasm is caused by small organelles, such as mitochondria, which predominately backscatter due to morphology. In contrast, the scatterers in the nucleus are evenly distributed, resulting in forward scattering.\(^\text{171}\) In the desiccated tissue, transmission is increased and reflection is decreased in the tissue compared to the substrate (Table 6), therefore both the nucleus and cytoplasm cause forward-scattering. Because the nucleus is composed mostly of nonvolatile proteins, it is not affected by desiccation.

Therefore, mitochondria are evenly distributed in the cytoplasm, which is caused by dense packing of the mitochondria in the desiccated tissue and results in reduced scattering in desiccated tissue compared to non-desiccated tissue. Far-field optical studies have found that desiccated tissue scatters less than non-desiccated tissue\(^\text{192,193}\) and that compressed tissue, where mitochondrial are tightly packed in the cytoplasm, also scatters less than non-compressed tissue.\(^\text{192}\) When combined, these studies suggest that dense packing of the mitochondria in desiccated tissue causes the reduction in backscattering.

### 5.3.2 Quantifying Image Formation in SNOM Reflection Imaging of 3D Samples

To extend the capability of dual-optical SNOM to more sensitive measurements of the intrinsic optical properties of tissue, image formation in the reflection SNOM image needs to be well understood. Therefore, in this study we quantify image formation in the reflection image using modeling and theoretical analysis. The tissue sample used in this study is coated with a homogeneous gold-palladium film to remove any variations in
optical properties of the sample. This allows us to identify and characterize topographic artifacts in the reflection SNOM image. In this study, we focus on the two factors that cause topographic artifacts: the path of the SNOM probe as it is scanned over the surface and the distance between the aperture and the sample surface.

We used AFM measurements of the tissue surface with a 50nm vertical AFM tip as the ‘actual’ sample surface. Although SEM measurements of the surface are higher resolution and do not display even the minimal tip-sample convolution found in the AFM measurement, electron leakage at the sample edges, a well-documented SEM imaging artifact, emphasized the edges, turning the edges into ‘ridges’ in the images and resulting in an inaccurate tip-sample convolution model.\textsuperscript{179}We imaged the same region of the tissue with SNOM, AFM, and SEM. We then registered the AFM and SEM images to the SNOM images using our custom Matlab registration algorithm described previously (Figure 33).
Figure 33 Simultaneous SNOM topography (a) and reflection (b) images of gold-palladium coated tissue. AFM topography measured by 50nm AFM tip (c) and SEM (d) images that have been registered to SNOM images. Scale bar, 1µm. Maximum height in the SNOM topography image is 3.67µm and maximum height in the AFM topography image is 2.5µm. The height difference is due to different zero-points.

The tip-sample convolution model and aperture-surface distance results were obtained from the AFM measured topography for a 20° SNOM probe and a vertical SNOM probe (Figure 34). The convolved surface obtained with the 20° SNOM probe (top row) does not vary much from the convolved surface obtained with the vertical SNOM probe (bottom row) except at the trailing edges of the registered image. Because of the abrupt and long drop from the AFM image to the flat background set at a height of 0, a very large aperture-surface distance is calculated at the trailing edge of the AFM image (618nm). However, within the AFM image, the maximum aperture-surface distance is 360nm. Therefore, the contrast of the calculated aperture-surface distance for
the 20° probe (Figure 34c) was adjusted to 360nm at maximum for better comparison with the results from the vertical probe.

![Figure 34](image)

**Figure 34** Convolution model results. Original AFM topography (a) and modeled SNOM tip path and resulting aperture-surface gap for a tip at 20° from vertical (b,c) and vertical tip (d,e). Scale bar, 1µm. Maximum height in the original and modeled topography images are all 2.5µm. Maximum aperture-surface distance for the 20° tip (c) is adjusted from the value for the trailing edge of the registered AFM image (618nm) to the maximum value within the AFM image (360nm). Maximum aperture-surface distance for the vertical tip (e) is 275nm.

To compare the results of our model to the measured reflection image, we zoom into a small region within the tissue exhibiting large topographic variations (Figure 35). Because the reflection image exhibits sharp intensity peaks, we have scaled it using Equation 52 to reduce the effect of the sharp peaks, allowing us to view all variations in the reflection signal (Figure 35f). Comparing the line profiles, we find that the peaks in the reflection signal correlate to regions where the slope of the SNOM probe is negative and the aperture-surface gap is large. Regions where the aperture-surface gap is large but
the SNOM path slope is positive or zero do not show much variation in the reflection image. Therefore, we conclude that variation in aperture-surface gap isn’t causing topographic artifacts alone but appears to explain artifacts when combined with the surface angle.

Figure 35 Convolution model results zoomed into a small region. SEM (a), SNOM measured topography (b), AFM measured topography (c), and modeled SNOM tip path (d). Calculated aperture-surface distance (e) and SNOM measured reflection (f). Scale bar, 2µm. Maximum height in the original and modeled topography images are all 2.5µm. Profiles along the white lines are shown in (g) in the same order as the images, with axes from top to bottom representing SEM, topography, aperture-surface distance, and SNOM reflection. In the topography height profiles, the thin black line represents the SNOM topography, the thick grey line represents the AFM topography, and the thick black line represents the model topography.
5.3.3 Discussion

In this work, we have described image formation in dual-optical SNOM imaging of tissue with a bent, angled SNOM probe as well as a horizontal probe. An angled probe offers the benefit of decreasing the impact of topographic artifacts and making artifacts easier to identify. We found that the topographical artifacts in the reflection signal for our angled tip are heavily dependent on surface angle and affected by the aperture-surface distance only on falling edges. Our qualitative analysis of the reflection SNOM image through joint analysis of the near-field reflection, near-field transmission, and topography images of human breast epithelial cells in the previous study found intensity peaks in the reflection SNOM image that correlate to falling slopes which were exponentially more intense than the peaks in the valleys. In that study, we attributed those peaks to topographic artifacts. This quantitative study confirms that those peaks were indeed artifacts. Through theoretical modeling and simulation, we have quantitatively described image formation in reflection SNOM imaging of tissue, which allows prediction and interpretation of artifacts in reflection SNOM imaging of thick biological samples, a necessary step for increasing the sensitivity of dual-optical SNOM imaging of tissue.

5.4 Conclusion

For this study, we built and characterized the performance of a custom dual-optical SNOM. This system uses a non-symmetric SNOM probe, which allows for axial reflection imaging and makes topographic artifacts easier to identify. Our dual-optical SNOM is customized to provide simultaneous reflection and transmission imaging, as
well as mapping of the sample topography. Using our dual-optical SNOM, we imaged desiccated and non-desiccated human breast epithelial tissue. By comparing the simultaneous SNOM images, we isolated the influence of morphology and refractive index on scattering from the tissue and explained the cause of the change in scattering from tissue when it is dehydrated. Our results suggest that the reduction in back-scattering from tissue, relative to the glass slide, is caused by both dense packing of the scattering sites in the cytoplasm (morphology) in the desiccated tissue and a thin-film of water adhering to the glass slide (refractive index) in the non-desiccated tissue sample. Dual-optical SNOM imaging allowed us to prove this relationship using only one experimental setup while far-field optical studies would have required multiple experimental setups to separate the effect of morphology from the effect of the intrinsic optical properties of the sample. Additionally, dual-optical SNOM reduces the experimental variables in an experiment by measuring the reflection, transmission, and topography simultaneously, allowing more accurate interpretation of the results.

Because dual-optical SNOM is a novel technique, we investigated optical near-field image formation in dual-optical SNOM of tissue. Analyzing dual-optical SNOM images of the human epithelial breast tissue, we determined that, while some topographic artifacts are present in the reflection image, they do not dominate the SNOM images. We identified these artifacts and reduced their effect through an image transformation process. Additionally, we determined that the transmission SNOM images do not contain topographic artifacts, which is in agreement with our findings on SNOM imaging of cells. To better understand the effect of artifacts in reflection SNOM imaging, we utilized
theoretical modeling and simulation to quantitatively describe image formation in reflection near-field SNOM imaging of tissue. Using our tip-sample convolution model and aperture-surface distance calculations, we determined that the topographical artifacts in the reflection signal for our angled tip are heavily dependent on surface angle and affected by the aperture-surface distance only on falling edges. The SNOM tip scanning simulation developed in this work is a powerful tool in reducing topographic artifacts in SNOM imaging of samples with large topographic variations. We can scan any sample with a sharp AFM tip and use our scanning simulation to determine the best SNOM tip configuration to use for smallest aperture-surface gap. Furthermore, we can determine whether variations in tip-surface distance cause topographic artifacts. This capability opens up the possibility for more sensitive SNOM measurements of tissue optical properties for future label-free tissue diagnostics applications.

In this work we have introduced a novel dual-optical SNOM for the investigation of the intrinsic optical properties of unlabeled tissue for label-free tissue diagnostics. This is the very first system where the near-field reflection and transmission images are recorded simultaneously and analyzed jointly to extract information about the optical properties of the sample. To enable accurate interpretation of the simultaneous transmission, reflection, and topographic images collected by our dual-optical SNOM, we described near-field image formation in SNOM imaging of tissue, both qualitatively through joint analysis of the images and quantitatively through modeling and theoretical analysis. We also demonstrated the potential of this dual-optical SNOM for studying the intrinsic optical properties of tissue and contributed valuable information about the intrinsic optical
properties of tissue for label-free tissue diagnostics by revealing the cause of the change in scattering from tissue as it is dehydrated.
6 Conclusion

In this dissertation research, we have developed multi-scale optical metrology techniques that bridge the gap between nanotechnology and medicine and industry. We have demonstrated centimeter-scale metrology of CVD graphene for industry, nanoscale metrology of cells and nanoparticles, and nanoscale metrology of unlabeled tissue.

In our review of currently available graphene metrology techniques, we found that they all fall short of meeting the demands of industry. To increase the use of graphene in industry, high-throughput metrology techniques still needed to be developed. To fill this need, we developed a metrology technique based on FQM. Our studies on FQM of graphene found that graphene layers could be identified consistently through the fluorescence intensity of the dye-polymer layer. Each graphene layer quenches the dye fluorescence, leading to reduced fluorescence emission from the dye-polymer layer. We identified the quenching contrast ranges of 1, 2, and 3+ graphene layers and segmented the fluorescence image into graphene regions. Chemical doping decreases the quenching by graphene. Unlike graphene layers, doped graphene quenching contrast is not consistent. Instead, it varies depending on the doping efficacy. We developed and demonstrated a dynamic segmentation algorithm for identification of chemically-doped regions of single-layer graphene. Our graphene metrology technique allows quick and easy identification of graphene layers and chemical doping on arbitrary substrates and is the first reported high-throughput industrial metrology technique for graphene.
Our first application of SNOM for imaging biological samples was focused on cultured cells. First, we compared SNOM to far-field images of cells to demonstrate that we achieve accurate, high-resolution transmission imaging of these biological samples. In this study, we determine that topographic artifacts are not present in transmission SNOM images. Next, we identified iron oxide nanoparticles in the cells through their scattering behavior. We found that the scattering behavior of the iron oxide nanoparticles depends on the nanoparticle architecture and agglomeration. When the iron oxide nanoparticles were coated with dextran, they appeared brighter than the surrounding cell. However, when the iron oxide nanoparticles were unaltered, large agglomerations were formed in the cell, which were brighter than the cell at the edges and darker in the middle. This work introduces SNOM as a new technique for nanomedicine that allows detection of unlabeled nanoparticles within cells for feedback in the treatment nanoparticle development process.

For SNOM investigation of tissue, we developed a custom dual-optical SNOM, which collects topography, reflection, and transmission images simultaneously. This allows highly-correlated, rapid imaging of the tissue sample. In our dual-optical SNOM investigation of scattering from tissue, we determined that dense packing of the scatterers (e.g. mitochondria) in the cytoplasm is the cause of decreased scattering in desiccated tissue. We also studied topographic artifacts produced in dual-optical SNOM and found that, while topographic artifacts are present in the reflection SNOM image, they do not dominate the reflection signal and can be reduced by a simple signal processing step. To improve the accuracy of SNOM imaging of tissue, we developed a convolution model
that allows prediction and explanation of topographic artifacts in the SNOM reflection image of tissue. Our work on SNOM imaging of tissue contributes to label-free tissue diagnostics by increasing the knowledge of optical properties of tissue and introducing dual-optical SNOM as a new technique for further study of the intrinsic optical properties of tissue.

This work facilitates the integration of nanotechnology with medicine and industry by enabling high-throughput metrology of graphene for industry, unlabeled nanoparticle detection in cells for nanomedicine, and high-resolution, sensitive, simultaneous topography and optical imaging to study intrinsic optical properties of tissue for label-free tissue diagnostics.

6.1 Future Prospects

The multi-scale optical metrology techniques developed in this dissertation research involve a combination of improvements in imaging methodologies and the incorporation of digital image processing techniques. We predict the future extension of this work will involve further advancement of these digital image processing procedures. Our studies on dual-optical SNOM demonstrated successful detection of useful information from the near-field images with a simple averaging algorithm. Therefore, we expect the sensitivity of this system and its usefulness in nanomedicine and label-free tissue diagnostics to benefit from advanced digital image processing techniques that analyze the SNOM reflection, transmission, and topography images simultaneously.
Through large-area montage image stitching, correction, and segmentation techniques, we augmented FQM with the ability to automatically and dynamically identify CVD graphene layer thickness and chemical doping. Some industrial applications may require additional information about the properties of graphene sheets. Therefore, incorporation of graphene in industry could be improved by the development of additional high-throughput metrology techniques. While a great deal of work has been put into developing graphene imaging methodologies, novel image processing has remained mostly unexplored even though image processing has already benefitted current graphene metrology techniques. Frequency filtering enhanced the atomic contrast of graphene in TEM\textsuperscript{33,39} and STM\textsuperscript{40} images and simulation allowed determination of density of states in STM images of graphene\textsuperscript{61}. To aid in image processing of SPM images, an open-source software package was developed and is widely used\textsuperscript{194}. There are many ways image processing can aid in the development of industrial graphene metrology techniques. The minimum contrast variation visible to the human eye is 1-2\%,\textsuperscript{195} approximately equal to the contrast between graphene layers on glass and copper substrates\textsuperscript{106,107}. Therefore, optical reflection metrology on these substrates could be improved by employing image processing techniques to digitally enhance contrast. Furthermore, as industry acceptance of graphene becomes wider and graphene metrology is performed regularly, image processing techniques, such as the segmentation employed in our metrology technique, will become more important for automating these metrology techniques for production-line metrology of graphene. While our metrology technique employed contrast thresholding for segmentation, other metrology techniques could
benefit from alternate segmentation techniques, such as boundary detection, region growing, and watershed identification.¹⁹⁵
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